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ABSTRACT

Thin films of titanium oxide and
bar ium-silicon-titanium oxide have been fabricated by 
reactive sputter depositon using metallic targets. The 
focus of the present study has been the relationships 
between deposition conditions and the resulting properties 
of the films.

The deposition unit was equipped with a triode 
sputtering source and an auxiliary rf power supply. The 
flow rates of the sputtering gas (Ar) and the reactive gas 
(02 ) were controlled by mass flowmeters. Substrate heating 
was initially achieved with a ceramic heater. During the 
course of the work, a tantalum wive heater was designed 
and developed for use at higher substrate temperatures. The 
sputter-deposition parameters monitored in this experiment 
included the oxygen flow rate, the argon flow rate (which 
was converted to an equivalent partial pressure), the rf 
power density applied to the target, and the substrate 
temperature. Additional important parameters for the 
fabrication of the barium-silicon-titanium oxide thin films 
were the structure and the composition of the metallic 
target source. The deposited films were analyzed with a 
variety of techniques, including x-ray diffractometry, 
x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, Rutherford backscattering
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spectroscopy, and Raman spectroscopy. For the titanium 
oxide films the electrical resistivity was measured as a 
function of temperature to determine the conduction 
mechanism for each film.

Phase relations in the titanium oxide films were 
summarized by plotting the substrate temperature versus the 
oxygen flow rate to give a "metastable phase diagram". This 
diagram was in reasonable agreement with similar diagrams 
published in the literature and was also in agreement with 
the electrical conduction mechanism diagram constructed in 
the present work. The data for the average structure and 
composition of the films obtained by x-ray diffraction, 
Raman spectroscopy, and Rutherford backscattering 
spectroscopy were in good mutual agreement. X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy revealed the presence of a fully 
oxidized surface layer on all the analyzed samples, 
regardless of the film deposition conditions.

A metallic target containing barium, silicon, and 
titanium with the respective atomic ratios of 2 :2:1 was 
prepared by combining the techniques of induction melting 
and powder sintering. The relative compositions of
barium-silicon-titanium oxide films reactively sputter
deposited from the metallic target were determined by x-ray 
photoelectron spectroscopy. For samples deposited at a
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substrate temperature of 70° C, the relative titanium 
content increased and the relative silicon content 
decreased as the argon partial pressure was reduced and/or 
the applied rf power density was raised. The conditions for 
obtaining stoichiometric Ba jSi 2 TiOg thin films were 
projected from these data.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

A variety of dielectric thin films have been developed 
for optical, electrical, and mechanical applications (1). 
In these applications, both the crystallinity and the 
composition of the thin film are important parameters. For 
thin film insulators, amorphous films are desirable (2 ) 
since polycrystalline films are generally less insulating 
and single-crystal insulating films are difficult to 
prepare. On the other hand, for piezoelectric and 
ferroelectric uses, highly oriented crystalline films are 
required (3, 4).

To satisfy specific requirements for each application, 
the reactive sputter deposition technique is one of the 
most useful thin film preparation methods. Using this 
technique composition may be controlled by adjusting either 
the composition of the target or the amount of reactive gas 
(or both), and the crystallinity of the film may be 
controlled by varying the substrate temperature.

In the present work titanium oxide thin films and 
barium-silicon-titanium oxide films are fabricated by means 
of reactive sputtering in an rf triode sputter deposition 
unit. The relationships between the preparation conditions
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and the crystallinity and composition of the thin films are 
studied.

Titanium oxide thin film coatings are promising for 
future applications in optical devices as well as for 
electronic and catalytic uses. The T i O 2 coating employed in 
the SHIVA laser for nuclear fusion experiments (5) may also 
be used for the NOVA 300 TW neodymium glass laser system 
(5, 6 ). The optical properties of T 102 films have been
studied for crystalline and amorphous films fabricated by 
means of reactive diode sputtering (5, 6 , 7, 8 , 9, 10). It
has been confirmed that T i O 2 thin films generally have high 
refractive indices and high laser damage thresholds (5, 6 ),
although these properties are dependent on the deposition 
conditions. In contrast titanium suboxides, T10x (x<2 ), 
have been found to have high absorption indices (6 , 11) and 
may be employed as antireflection coatings in such uses as 
solar absorber 3ystem3 (11).

In the present study, titanium oxide thin films are 
fabricated by means of a reactive triode sputtering 
technique. Such deposition conditions as oxygen flow rate, 
substrate temperature, etc. are controlled to obtain 
samples which have a variety of degrees of crystallinity 
and oxidation state. The films are analyzed by various 
techniques, including x-ray diffractometry, x-ray 
photoelectron spectroscopy, Rutherford backseattering 
spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy, and electrical
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resistivity measurement. A "metastable phase diagram" i3 
then constructed by plotting the substrate temperature 
versus the oxygen flow rate. The electrical resistivity of 
each film is measured as a function of temperature to 
determine the most probable conduction mechanism. An 
electrical conduction mechanism diagram is obtained and is 
compared to the "metastable phase diagram".

Various types of surface acoustic wave (SAW) devices 
have been developed using piezoelectric materials (12). 
Single crystal Fresnoite (Ba2Si2 TiOg) has been considered 
as a material for SAW devices (13). In the calculation of 
Yamauchi et al (14), Ba 2S i 2T i°8 thin films deposited on 
fused quartz 3ub3trate3 were predicted to have competitive 
SAW characteristics. Previously Ba2 Si2 Ti08 thin films were 
fabricated by means of sputter deposition techniques using 
ceramic targets (15, 16). However, the piezoelectric
properties of the films have not yet been confirmed. One 
of the major problems has been the low deposition rates 
resulting from the low sputtering rates of ceramic targets 
(15, 16). Reactive sputter deposition techniques may
provide higher film deposition rates since the sputtering 
rates of metallic targets are usually much higher than 
those of ceramic targets.

In the present study, various types of metallic 
targets are tested for reactive sputter deposition of 
barium-silicon-titanium oxide thin films on (100) Si
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substrates. From the analysis of the structures and 
compositions of the resulting films an attempt is made to 
project the sputter deposition conditions for the
fabrication of stoichiometric B a 2Si2TiOg thin films.



CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 OPTICAL PROPPRTIES OF CERAMICS

A dielectric material reacts to electromagnetic 
radiation differently from free space because it contains 
electrical charges that can be displaced. For a sinusoidal 
electromagnetic wave, there is a change in wave velocity 
and intensity described by the complex coefficient of 
refraction:

n* = n - ik

where n is the refractive index and k is the absorption 
index. The index n is determined as follows:

v

where v Q is the velocity of light in a vacuum and v is the 
velocity of light in the medium. The refractive index is a 
function of the frequency of the light, normally decreasing 
as the wavelength increases (figure 2.1) (17).

The optical properties of dielectric materials are 
generally of interest because of their good transmission in 
the optical part of the spectrum as compared with other
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classes of materials (figure 2.2) (17). At short
wavelengths thl3 good transmission is terminated at the 
ultraviolet absorption edge, which corresponds to radiation 
energies and frequencies where absorption of energy arises 
from electronic transitions between levels in the valence 
band to unfilled states in the conduction band. At lone- 
wavelengths the relatively good transmission of dielectrics 
is terminated by elastic vibration of the ions in resonance 
with the imposed radiation.

For the application to antireflection coatings, 
multilayer coatings are commonly used. Antireflective 
coatings against a wide range of wave lengths can be 
obtained by controlling the thickness of each layer and/or 
changing the materials (143).

2.2 ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF NON-CRYSTALLINE 
SEMICONDUCTORS

The concept of "density of states" for electrons may 
still remain valid even for non-crystalline solids (18). 
Actually the densities of states of many non-crystalline 
materials have been determined using various experimental 
methods. Such states lie in bands separated by energy gaps, 
just as in crystals. Localized states in the gap are a 
consequence of defects. As long as the short-range order 
which is present in the crystalline phase is essentially
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unchanged (i.e. similar bond lengths, bond angles, and 
local coordination with those in th i crystal), the gross 
features of the crystalline density of states are 
preserved, though there are some differences.

Cohen, Fritzsche, and 0v 3hinsky (19) supposed that an 
amorphous structure would lead to overlapping band tails of 
localised states (CFG model) as shown in figure* 2.3(a). One 
of the principal features of this model was the existence 
of "mobility edges" (19) at energies in the band tails. 
These separate the localized 3tates from the extended 
states. The difference between the energies of the mobility 
edges in the valence and conduction bands is called the 
"mobility gap". The proposal of overlapping tails, i.e. the 
CFO model, is now considered unlikely to apply to amorphous 
semiconductors and insulators that are transparent in the 
visible or infrared region (17). However, this idea may 
still be valid in some liquids. Semiconductors,in which all 
bonds are saturated and there are no long-range 
fluctuations, 3hould have a density of states as shown in 
figure 2.3(b) with a true band gap. Deep tails should arise 
only from gross density or bond-angle fluctuations.

Alternative suggestions to the CFO model for states in 
the gap are shown in figures 2.3(c) and (d) . In figure 
2.3(c) a band of deep acceptors is partially occupied by 
electrons originating from a shallower band of donors. The 
role of donors and acceptors can be reversed. This simple
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model, proposed by Davis and Mott (18, 20), was based on
several experimental results which implied a finite density 
of states at the Fermi level, Ep . As long as the total 
density of states in the gap is not large, this model 
allowed optical transparency. Mott (142) suggested that, if 
the states arose from a defect centre, e.g. a dangling 
bond, then they could act both as deep donors (Ey ) and 
acceptors (Ex)» with single and double occupancy conditions 
leading to two bands separated by an appropriate 
correlation energy. This is shown in figure 2.3(d). If the 
narrow bands near the Fermi level overlap strongly, then 
this model is essentially the same as the model shown in 
figure 2.3(c).

Three kinds of mechanism of conduction may be expected 
for electrons in amorphous semiconductors according to the 
concept of the density of states and mobility edge. These 
mechanisms are:
i) Transport by carriers excited beyond the mobility 
edges into non-lgcalized states at E c (energy level at the 
bottom of the conduction band) or Ev (energy level at the 
top of the valence band). The conductivity (for electrons) 
is:

f EC ’ EF  ̂a * a x exp  )

where Ep is the Fermi level and 0  ̂ is a constant.
ii) Transport by carriers excited into localized states at 
the band edges and hopping at energies close to E^  (energy
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level at the bottom of the conduction band in the mobility 
gap) or E b (energy level at the top of the valence band in 
the mobility gap). The conductivity for electrons is:

where is the activation energy for hopping and 02 is a 
constant. W 1 is a function of T.
iii) If the density of states at Ep is finite, then there 
will be a contribution from carriers with energies near E F 
which can hop between localized states by a process 
analogous to impurity conduction in heavily doped 
crystalline semiconductors. In this case 

CT = a3 exp C- W2/ kT)

where 03 is a constant (03 < a2 ) and W 2 i3 the hopping 
energy, which is of an order of half the width of the 
density of states is as shown in figure 2.3(c). At 
temperatures such that kT is less than the bandwidth, or if 
the density of states is as shown in figure 2.3(a) or (d), 
hopping will not be between nearest neighbours. Instead 
variable-range hopping, described below, will occur:

energy level for an electron in a single potential well.

e a - e f * w
kT

o * a* exp ( - tq/T )1/a
where

T0 s C ( a 3/KN(EF) )1/4

and
a = C 2m*W0 )1/2/ h and C = 2

in which m* is the effective mass of electron and W G is the
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The above conduction mechanisms are illustrated in terms of 
log a versus 1/T as shown in figure 2.4.

More recently, Triberis et al (21) introduced a novel 
mechanism of conduction in a high temperature regime where 
the hops are characterised by the absorption and emission 
of many phonons using a percolation theory. This 
temperature regime is also called the small-polaron hopping 
regime. A carrier trapped by a defect in a crystal or in an 
Anderson localized state in a non-crystalline material will 
always distort its surroundings to some extent to reduce 
its energy. If the interaction energy between the carrier 
and the phonons is strong in comparison with the bandwidth, 
a "small-polaron" may form. For such a case Triberis et al 
(21) derived the following equation for the conductivity'at 
high temperatures (i.e. ho; <<kT) :

, It  ̂ 2/5a s 00 exp ( Tp/T )

where do is a constant and 

tp a a.5Ns1/2 a3'2 / *N0

in which N s is the concentration of sites where electron 
can move, a ”*■ is the spatial extent of the electronic 
wavefunction localised at a single 3ite and N 0 is the 
density of states which is assumed to be constant in the 
energy range where polaron hopping conduction occurs.
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2.3 PIEZOELECTRIC THIN FILMS

Some piezoelectric materials contain electric dipoles, 
each of which consists of a positive and a negative charge 
some distance apart. In such materials, to obtain 
piezoelectric activity, the dipoles must be oriented to a 
certain degree.

If a stress is applied to such materials they develop 
an electric moment whose magnitude is proportional to the 
applied stress. This is known as the direct piezoelectric 
effect. If a uniaxial tensile stress a 13 applied along one 
of the diad axes of a piezoelectric material, the magnitude 
of the electric moment per unit volume, or the polarization 
charge per unit area (P), is given by

P = d*o
where d is a constant, called a piezoelectric modulus. As 
is implied by this equation, a change from a tensile stress 
to an equal compressive stress reverses the direction of 
the polarization.

An important characteristic of the piezoelectric 
material is the electromechanical coupling factor, k^ . It 
is usually defined as follows (22):

k^ - (r^sultant electrical energy)
(tinput mechanical energy)
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Piezoelectric thin films can be used for transducers, 
oscillators, convolvers, optical image scanners and 
surface-acoustic-wave (SAW) devices (12). For the case of 
SAW devices, the SAW propagation velocity on the 
piezoelectric material surface is as Important as the k^ 
value. In order to use SAW devices in a certain (usually 
wide) range of temperature, the temperature coefficient of 
delay (TCD) , i.e. the temperature dependence of the SAW 
velocity, is required to be small, i.e. of the order of 0*50 
ppm/K (13).

2.4 SPUTTERING

2.41 DIOLE SPUTTERING

A simple source of ions for sputtering is provided by 
the well-known phenomenon of the glow discharge due to an 
applied electric field between two electrodes in a low 
pressure gas. Figure 2.5 shows the structure of a diode. 
The gas breaks down to conduct electricity when a certain 
minimum voltage is reached between the target and chamber. 
The substrate onto which the film material is sputter 
deposited from the target is usually placed at the same 
electric potential level as the chamber, as shown in figure 
2.5. The gas (usually Ar) introduced into the chamber 
is now ionized. The ionized gas atoms (e.g. Ar + ) are
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accelerated by the applied field toward the target and 
sputter out the atoms on the target surface.

2.42 MAGNETRON SPUTTERING

The set up of magnetron sputtering is the same as that 
of diode sputtering except for the existence of magnets 
installed behind the target as shown in figure 2.6. The 
magnetic field induced by these magnets causes the 
electrons to move helically around the lines of magnetic 
force. These electrons collide with neutral sputtering gas 
and then ionize them. In this way, the plasma is able to be 
maintained at low pressures. The sputtering operation at a 
low pressure "results in" a high deposition rate (23) and 
fewer contaminated products (i.e. thin films) (24).

2.43 TRIODE SPUTTERING

Auxiliary electrons are supplied thermionically from a 
filament and drawn to the anode as shown in figure 2.7. With 
the discharge gas adjusted to the desired operating 
pressure, the cathode (filament) is electrically heated to. a 
temperature at which it emit3 electrons to support a 
discharge. When the power is applied to the anode, 
electrons are accelerated toward it. Argon atoms are 
excited or ionized by electron collisions, and a plasma is
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initiated. The target may have negative voltage of any 
value applied to it without affecting the plasma, other 
than within the ion sheath (the dark-field region) that 
forms around the target. Every ion reaching the edge of the 
sheath is accelerated to the target and has a probability 
of causing ejection of atoms from the target surface.

Advantages of triode sputtering are; plasma can be 
obtained at low pressure and Independently from the power 
applied to the target.

2.44 REACTIVE SPUTTERING

When reactive gas i3 deliberately added to the 
sputtering system, the desired compound may be prpduced in 
a film form using a metallic target. To the author's 
knowledge, reactive sputtering by means of a triode 
sputtering technique ha3 not been reported. Reactive 
sputtering can be done using diode or magnetron sputtering 
apparatus. The non-reactive (discharge) gas and reactive 
gas mixture or reactive gas only i3 introduced into the 
sputtering chamber. The reaction to form the compound 
mainly takes place on the substrate surface (24). Reactions 
may also occur on the target surface. Reactions in the gas 
phase have been considered to be unlikely because of 
problems of conserving momentum and dissipating the heat of 
reaction (24, 26).

Advantages of reactive sputtering are as follows:
4 \  T  n  r t a n o K  s i  m a f  s  1 a  a v i a  4 1 a  a v i r )  In  a v v a  1 A i t i a m  ms a  1 +  4 n  r ?
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temperatures than compounds, e.g. metal oxides, metal 
nitrides, etc. The manufacture of desired target shapes 
from metals is thus easier and less expensive than forming 
non-metallic materials into the target shapes.
ii) By changing the ratio of reactive gas and non-reactive 
gas in the sputtering chamber, films having a composition 
gradient along the direction perpendicular to the substrate 
surface may be obtained. Also a precise composition control 
may be achieved.
iii) In most cases, the deposition rates of metals are 
higher than those of their compounds. Thus reactive 
sputtering gives higher deposition rates.

Since no information about reactive triode sputtering 
techniques was available, an "original" 3'puttering set up 
was designed and employed in the present work.

2.5 THIN FILM ANALYSIS METHODS

2.51 XPS (X-RAY PHOTOELECTRON SPECTROSCOPY)

Although the first photoelectron emission studies 
began in the early part of this century(27), XPS 3tudy did 
not begin until the 1950's (28). Finally, in the late
1960's, a commercial XPS system became available to measure 
the surface chemical properties of solids (29).

Figure 2.8 is an electron energy level diagram of a 
solid illustrating the mechanisms necessary for emission of
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photoelectrons. In this diagram a photon is absorbed such 
th a t :

hv " eke ♦ ebe + *  
where h v is the photon energy, is the electron kinetic
energy- Eg£ is the electron binding energy and ?  is the 
work function of the spectrometer. E be is defined as the 
energy difference between the Fermi level and the energy 
level of the electron that has been removed.

Figure 2.9 is a schematic illustration of an XPS 
system. The sample is positioned in front of the energy 
analyzer, and photoelectrons are produced from the sample 
when exposed to x-rays. The electron current from the 
electron multiplier can be monitored with pulse counting 
electronics to produce an N(E) spectrum, i.e. a spectrum of 
the number of electrons versus energy. A typical spectrum 
obtained from T IO 2 in a broad scanning mode is shown in 
figure 2 .10.

2.52 RUTHERFORD BACKSCATTERING SPECTROSCOPY

The strength of Rutherford Backscattering Spectroscopy 
(RBS) resides in the speed of the technique, its ability to 
perceive depth distributions of atomic species below the 
surface, and the quantitative nature of the results. The 
four basic physical concepts upon which RBS is based 
are: (1) energy transfer from a projectile to a
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target nucleus In an elastic two body collision, (2 ) the 
likelihood of the occurrence of such a two-body collision, 
(3) the average energy loss of an atom moving through a 
dense medium and (4) the statistical fluctuations In the 
energy loss of an atom moving through a dense medium. The 
simplified 3et-up for RBS 13 schematically shown in figure 
2.11(30). The light ions (usually H * or He*) are projected 
into the sample and the detector measures the energy and 
number of the backscattered ions.

2.53 RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY

Raman spectroscopy depends on the frequency of the 
light scattered by molecules as they undergo rotations and 
vibrations. When a monochromatic light of frequency vQ is 
directed at a cell containing a dust-free transparent 
substance, most of the light passes through it unaffected. 
However, some of the light (0/0.1 percent) is scattered by 
the sample molecules in all directions, as shown in figure 
2.12. The scattered radiation contains photons which have 
the same frequency, Vo‘ , as the incident light (elastic 
scattering which is often called the Rayleigh line), but, 
in addition, the emergent radiation contains other 
frequencies (due to inelastic scattering) such as (v 0 -V]_) 

and ( v0+ vi). This was observed by Raman (31, 32) in 1928
(the Raman shifts). Since, in thermal equilibrium, the
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population of higher energy modes Is less than that of 
lower energy modes and falls off exponentially with the 
energy, Raman shifts with a positive av (anti—Stokes lines) 
are less Intense than those with a negative a v (Stokes 
lines), and the intensity of the anti-Stokes lines falls 
off rapidly as |a v | increase.

The phenomena of fluorescence and Raman scattering 
must be distinguished. In fluorescence, the incident photon 
is completely absorbed and the molecule concerned is 
thereby raised to an excited electronic level. After a 
certain lifetime in this upper state, the molecule 
undergoes a downward transition and thereby re-radiates 
light of a frequency lower than that which it had absorbed 
(33). This mechanism is radically different from that of 
the Raman effect, in which the photon as a whole is never 
absorbed, but rather perturbs the molecule and induces it 
to undergo a vibrational or rotational transiton (see 
figure 2.13)(34). Each scattering species gives its own 
characteristic vibrational Raman spectrum, which can be 
used for its qualitative identification. The experimental 
set up is schematically shown in figure 2.14(34).

2.6 FILM THICKNESS MEASUREMENTS

.The use of Flzeau fringes for thickness measurements 
is commonly called the Tolansky method. A schematic diagram
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of Fizeau fringes produced by multiple-beam Interference is 
shown In figure 2.15. The Fizeau plate is partially 
transparent and should be optically flat to have highly 
reflectivity. Surfaces of samples must be coated by high 
reflective materials if the sample surfaces do not have 
enough reflectivity. When the Fizeau plate is brought in 
contact with the film surface, and the interferometer is 
illuminated with a parallel monochromatic beam at normal 
incidence and viewed with a low-power microscope, dark 
fringes can be observed which trace out the points of equal 
air-gap thickness. The two adjacent fringes are separated 
by X / 2  (where A  is the wavelength of the monochromatic 
b eam). If the surfaces of the samples are highly reflecting 
and very close to the Fizeau plate, the reflected fringe 
system consists of very fine dark lines against a white 
background. By adjusting the relative positions of the 
flats to form a wedge-shaped air gap, the fringes can be 
made to run in straight lines perpendicular to the steps on 
the opaque film. The fringes show a displacement as they 
pass over the film 3tep edge. This displacement expressed 
as a fraction of the A /2 fringe spacing gives the film 
thickness. The film thickness can be calculated by the 
following equation:

_Frtnge Offset (filar units) x - F n _
Fringe Spacing (filar units) 2 Thickness
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The fringe offset and spacing were measured with the filar 
eyepiece as shown in figure 2.16.

2.7 TITANIUM OXIDES

2.71 EQUILIBRIUM PHASE DIAGRAM

The equilibrium phase diagram of the titanium-oxygen 
system has been studied by many investigators (35-39). The 
first construction of such a phase diagram was carried out 
by DeVries et al in 1954 (35), using the data previously
reported in the literature (figure 2.17). At that time, only 
titanium 3olid solutions ( -Ti), with TiO, Ti203» T i 305 and 
Ti '2 phases were identified. Wahlbeck et al (36) modified 
this diagram using the results of their x-ray studies 
(figure 2.18). In thi3 modified phase diagram, some "new" 
phases were added: Ti20 and Magneli phases Tin02n.i (4inSlO)
. In 1982, Gruber et al (37) offered a further modification 
of the diagram, using additional experimental data such as 
those obtained by means of magneto-reslstance and 
electrical conductivity measurements. The revised phase 
diagram is given in figure 2.19. Two additional new phases', 
i.e. T I 3 O and Ti6 0, are seen in this phase diagram. The 
phase relations were later elaborated using techniques of 
thermopower. Hall coefficient, electrical conductivity and 
magneto-reslstance measurements (38, 39).
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2.72 STRUCTURES

According to reported phase diagrams (37) (section 
2.71), the titanium oxides exist in a variety of forms: 
Tig 0, Ti3 0, T i 2 0, TiO, T12 0 3 , T i 3 0s , Magneli phases
[Tin02n-1 (n£4)] and TiO 2 * Four different structures have 
been known for T 102 # that is, rutile, anatase, brookite 
(40) and the high pressure phase which has an "ac-Pb03 " 
structure (41). The structure of rutile as shown in figure
2.20 was first analyzed by Vegard in 1916 (42). Every
titanium atom is surrounded by six oxygen atoms which form 
a slightly distorted octahedron. Each of the oxygen atoms 
is in contact with three titanium atoms which form an 
equilateral triangle. The anatase structure, which was 
analyzed also by Vegard (42), is demonstrated in figure 
2.21. In this structure, as was the case of the rutile
structure, every titanium atom 13 located at the centre of 
an octahedron formed by six oxygen atoms and every oxygen 
atom is surrounded by three titanium atoms. Figure 2.2 2 
shows the structure of brookite. All the Ti n 0 2n-l (^24) 
phases are so-called Magneli phases (43). After Magneli 
studied these phases in molybdenum and tungsten oxides, 
Anderson et al (44, 45) investigated the Magneli phases in
the titanium-oxygen system. It is described (43) as 
consisting of parallel-sided slabs which contain a certain
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amount of rutile [TiOg ] octahedra. Identical slabs are 
united by octahedra sharing faces which are called 
"crystallographic shear" (CS ) planes. Across CS planes, 
adjacent slabs are relatively displaced towards one
another. Since the displacement necessitates the 
elimination of an oxygen plane, the metal atom density is 
higher at the CS plane than in rutile (the regions between 
the CS planes).

T i 3 O 5 was found to be isomorphous with "pseudo 
brookite" (46). Zachariasen (47) found that Ti2 0 3 had a
corundum structure as shown in figure 2.23. Ehrlich (48) 
revealed that the structure of TiO was of the NaCl type. 
The structure of T i 20 is shown in figure 2.24 (49). It was 
found (49) that T i 3 0 had the same structure as T i 2 0'but 
contained a certain fraction of vacancies in the oxygen sites. 
The phase with the least amount of oxygen was identified as 
TigO (50) which had a hexagonal superlattice structure.

2.73 OPTICAL PROPERTIES

It is well known that Ti02 (rutile) has a high
refractive index of ^ 2 .7 , (17, 51) which is higher than that
for anatase i.e. ^ 2 . 5  (9, 51). For the case of T i 0 2 thin
films, the refractive index varies with the grain 3ize and 
the rutile-anatase ratio (6 , 9). The thin films having
larger grain size and/or higher rutile concentration have
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higher refractive index.
Since T i O 2 has a high laser damage thresholds, the Ti02 

coating is one of the candidate materials for the NOVA 
300TW neodymium glass laser system at Lawrence Livermore 
Laboratory (5, 6 ). The laser damage resistance of the T 102
thin films deposited by means of rf diode sputtering 
techniques was measured as a function of the grain size and 
the ratio of rutile to anatase (5, 6 ). The results
indicated that the thin films which consisted of smaller 
grains possessed higher damage thresholds without any 
significant differences due to the rutile-anatase ratio.

While Ti02 has a high refractive index, TiOx (x<2) 
films are characterized by high absorption indices (52). 
Thus TiO x (x<2) materials are expected to be used as 
selective absorbers for solar thermal conversion (11). Such 
absorbers are required to have low reflectances in the 
visible light region and high reflectances in the infra-red 
region (11). Schiller et al (52) studied the absorption 
coefficient of the TiO x thin films fabricated using a 
reactive plasmatron sputtering technique in terms of the 
pressure ratio of the O 2 and Ar gases. According to their 
results, the absorption coefficient increased and the' 
refractive index decreased monotonically with decreasing 
pressure ratio of the 0 2 and Ar gases.



2.74 ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES

There have been a number of reports on the electrical 
conductivities of various titanium-oxide phases as a
function of temperature (53-65). The band structures of
phases, TiO (66-70), Ti203 (59, 6 6 , 71-75), Ti ̂ 0 7 (64) and
rutile (Ti02 )(6 6 , 76), have also been reported. The
conductivities of titanium oxide single crystals at 
room temperature are summarized in Table 2.1. Phases Ti2 0 3 
and Ti 3 0 5 exhibit transitions from semiconductor to
metallic conduction (s-m transition) when heated. The 
transition temperatures were determined at <v400K and ̂ 2 0 OK, 
respectively (55, 59, 61, 65). The conductivity of TiO
decreases with increasing temperature (i.e. metallic) (65) 
while the conductivities of TisOg, T i y O ^ ,  Ti sOlS and Ti02 
Increase with increasing temperature (semiconductive) (61, 
62, 77). However, some discrepancies are found in the data 
of T I 4O 7 and T i g O x i • Bartholomew et al (65) reported that 
Ti^ 07 had an s-m transition at ~ 1 4 0 K  but Ti gO ^  did not
have such a transition. On the other hand, Lakkls et al
(64) and Marezio et al (61) did not observe s-m transitions 
in Ti^Oy , and Marezio et al (61) observed an s-m transition
in Tig O n  • These discrepancies may be due to the
difficulties in the fabrication of single crystals of a 
single Magneli phase (61, 64).
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The band structures of TiO (66), ^ 7 0 3  (71, 73, 75),
T i ^ O y  (64) and rutile (Ti0 2 >(6 6 , 76) are illustrated in
figure 2.25-28. The main features of these band structures 
are as follows:
i) TiO: Since the titanium 3d band is partially filled
with electrons, metallic conductivity results (see figure 2.25).
ii) T i 2 O 3 : The titanium 3d band is split into 4
sub-bands. At temperatures below 400K the lowest sub-band 
is filled with electrons and the higher sub-bands are 
empty. Thus, Ti2 O 3 is semiconductive. At high temperatures 
(>400K), some of the electrons in the lowest sub-band are 
transfered into the next higher band. This is caused by an 
anomalous increase in the c/a ratio of the lattice
parameters above 400K. In this case, the electrical
conduction becomes metallic (see figure 2.26).
iii) ^ 4 0 7 : As mentioned in section 2.72, Ti^C^ is one of 
the Magneli phases. Thus, the CS planes exist periodically 
in the rutile phase. The band structures were calculated 
separately for the Ti chains in the CS planes and the 
Ti ** chains in the rutile phase (64) (see figure 2.27).
iv) T 1 0 2 : The oxygen 2s band is filled with electrons and 
the titanium 3d level, which is ^ 3  eV higher than the top 
of the oxygen 2s band, is empty. The impurity levels due to 
the Ti interstitials, Ti ions and Ti^* ion3 are known to 
be located in the band gap (76) (see figure 2.28).
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2.8 FRESNOITE

Fresnoite was discovered by Alfors et al (78) during 
the course of a geological study of the sanbornite deposits 
in Eastern Fresno County, California in 1965. Alfors et al 
revealed that Fresnoite had the chemical formula of 
B a 2 S i 2 TiOg (BST) and measured the crystallographic and
optical data: fresnoite has a tetragonal lattice of

o oa=8.52±0.01A and c = 5 .210 ±0.05A, and a refractive index of
1.7 7 5 ± Q .003. They successfully synthesized BST from BaCQ3 ,
Si0 2 and TiO 2 by sintering for 5.5 hours at 1350 °C (78).
This synthetic fresnoite was confirmed to have the same
x-ray diffraction pattern as the mineral fresnoite. The
structure of fresnoite was analyzed in detail by Moore
(79), Moore et al (80) and Masse et al (81): the crystal
structure, interatomic distances and bond angles were
determined as shown in figure 2.29 and 2.30. In figure
2.29, the BST unit cell is projected onto the x-y (or a-b)
plane, indicating that fresnoite is centrosymmetric in this
plane. In the y-z (a-c) plane, however, fresnoite is
not symmetric. In 1970, Robbins (82) measured the
piezoelectricity of fresnoite, and pointed out that
the compound BaSiTiOg previously found by Rase et al in 1955
(83) did not exist but was a mixture of fresnoite and
B a T l 4 09.A detailed discussion of the BaSiTiO5 phase is given
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in appendix D .
Using synthetically grown single crystals, Kiaura et

al (84), Haussuhl et al (85) and Kimura (86 ) measured the
elastic, dielectric, piezoelectric, optical and thermal
properties of fresnoite. Halliyal et al (87, 88 ) and
Markgraf et al (89) analysed the dielectric, piezoelectric
properties of glass ceramics of fresnoite. The
characteristics of surface acoustic waves (SAW) were
calculated for bulk fresnoite by Melngailis et al (90) and
Yamauchi (13), and for fresnoite thin films by Yamauchi et
al (14). Yamauchi et al concluded that a fresnoite thin
film whose z-axis was aligned perpendicular to a fused
quartz substrate might have not only zero temperature
coefficient of delay' (TCD) but also other useful SAW
characteristics. Therefore, fresnoite is expected to be one
of the potential materials for SAW devices. For an SAW
device material, a high electromechanical coupling factor
(k^ ) and a low TCD are required. However it is not
straightforward to find such materials. For example, LINbO 3

2has a high k but its TCD is also high. On the other hand,
2quartz has a near zero TCD but k i3 very small. Fresnoite 

( B a 2Si2 TiOa) crystals have intermediate values for both k^ 
and TCD (in comparison with those of LiNb03 and quartz).
Figure 2.31 shows the relations between k^ and TCD for
selected piezoelectric materials. For bulk piezoelectric 
materials, a trade-off relationship is observed between k*
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and TCD. It is, however, possible to design materials which 
are free from this trade-off relationship. One of the 
possibilities is to control the composition of 
piezoelectric ceramics (6 ). Another way is to use thin 
films with proper substrate materials. I.e. composite 
materials (14).

Ayukawa (15) and White (16) investigated the 
fabrication techniques of fresnoite (BST) thin films having 
the z(or c )-axis perpendicular to the substrate material. 
Both employed a triode rf sputtering technique. They 
utilized a variety of substrate materials such as soda-lime 
glass, fused quartz, (100) NaCl, (0001) mica, (111) Si and 
(100) Si, and a wide range of the substrate temperature 
from room temperature to 6 5 0 ° C. However, all deposited 
films revealed amorphous phases. Those thin films 
deposited on fused quartz substrates crystallized after 
annealing at 780 °C 10 hrs in a vacuum, while the 
crystallization temperature of those deposited on (100) Si 
single crystal substrates was ^ 700 °C. Thus, it has been 
projected that higher substrate temperatures than 650 are 
required to obtain c-axis oriented thin films. White (16) 
also revealed that the thin film composition was different 
from the target composition.



CHAPTER 3

TiOx THIN FILMS 

3 .1 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

3.11 TARGET PREPARATION

Disc-shaped targets of 2.5 cm diameter were cut 
from titanium metal sheets of 2 mm thickness (99.7%  pure 
:Johnson—Matthey). Each target was polished by emery 
papers (from #320 to #800 grit). Epoxy silver solder 
(Dynaloy 336) was used to mount the target on a copper 
target holder. The 3older was dried at room temperature for 
2 4 hours.

3.12 THIN FILM PREPARATION

The titanium oxide thin films were fabricated by means 
of a reactive sputtering technique using a titanium metal 
target in an rf-triode sputtering-deposition unit, as shown 
in figure 3.1. The filament and anode were connected with a 
plasma discharge module. The electrons emitted from the 
cathode (filament) were accerelated towards the anode. The 
electron acceleration voltage was controlled by the plasma



discharge module, while the power applied to heat the 
cathode was controlled by the filament module. Once the
current between the anode and cathode was set at a certain 
level, both the plasma discharge module and filament module 
were automatically adjusted to maintain the current level. 
To ionize the Ar gas (i.e. to form the "plasma"), the Ar
gas molecules were struck by electrons emitted from the
cathode (see figure 3.1). The reactive gas (O2 ) was not
introduced in the sputtering source together with the 
sputtering gas (Ar) . This was because the filament which
was made of tantalum wire would be oxidized and eventually
burned out. Actually, the reactive gas was introduced 
through a copper pipe ring with gas outlet holes installed 
in the vicinity of the substrate; the flow of O 2 being 
concentrated on the substrate surface. To separate 0 2 gas 
from Ar ga3 in the sputtering chamber a glass cylinder
((2) in figure 3.1) was placed above the target and an
aluminum foil with a hole ((3) in figure 3.1) was put on 
the glass cylinder. The diameters of the glass cylinder and 
the hole in the aluminum foil were 9.5cm and 4cm, 
respectively. The substrate—target distance was set at 6cm. 
Although a higher deposition rate could have been achieved 
if the substrate-target distance were set shorter (24), such 
a geometrical situation led to an instability of the plasma. 
The O 2 gas inlet ring was located 4.5cm above the target 
while the aluminum foil was 3.5cm above the target. Both Ar



and O 2 gas flows were individually controlled by the flow 
controllers (Vacuum General: Model 80-4). The Ar gas flow
rate (FAr) wa3 chosen in the range of 12.0 scc/min to 45.0 
scc/nin, while the O 2 gas flow rate (Fqj) wa3 varied from 
0.1 scc/min to 0.8 scc/min. A diffusion pump and a 
mechanical pump were used to evacuate the sputtering 
chamber. The background pressure (before sputtering) was 
'''l.O * 10”** Torr. A variable orifice was installed between 
the chamber and diffusion pump. This enabled the pressure 
inside the chamber to be controlled by changing the angle 
of opening of the orifice. In the present experiment, the 
variable orifice was usually fully-open. The pressures 
inside the chamber were chosen from the range between 70 m 
Torr*and 130 m Torr. Glass microscope slides (28at3K Si, 8at& 
Na, 3at% K and 61at% O) were used as the thin film 
substrates. The 2.5 cm square shaped glass slide was cut 
into four pieces and then cleaned in an ultrasonic cleaner 
being immersed in ethanol. The four pieces were put back 
together on a stainless steel substrate holder. A ceramic 
heater (N.T.K. : AS 220C; 5cm x 5cm) and a thermocouple
(chromel-alumel, 0.5mm diam.) were attached to the
substrates. The substrate temperature (Ts ) wa3 varied from 
room temperature to 380 °C. Temperatures of 450 °C and 650 °C 
were reached using a heater of a different type. Details of
this "high temperature heater" are given in section 4.12.
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3.13 THICKNESS MEASUREMENTS

To measure the thickness of a thin film using an 
interferometer, a high reflectivity at the sample surface is
required. Neither TiOx films nor the glass substrate do not 
have a sufficiently high reflectivity. Thus aluminum was 
thermally evaporated and deposited in a vacuum on each thin 
film sample to obtain a reasonably high reflectivity. The 
thickness from the substrate to the top of the film edge 
was measured by an interferometer (Varian: Model 980-4000). 
The measurement was made at four different spots on each 
sample. In appendix A, the values obtained by 
interferometry are compared with those measured by a stylus 
method (Dektak surface profilometer available at Surface 
Science Western, University of Western Ontario, London, 
Ontario).

The deposition rate increased as the power applied to 
the Ti metal target was Increased (in the range of 20 to 60 
W/cm2 ) . The excess heat from the target can cause the 
silver solder between the target and copper target holder 
to melt even though the target holder is water cooled. If 
it occurs,it leads to the detachment of the target from the 
target holder. Taking into account the heat generated by 
the target due to the Ar T ion bombardment, a power density 
of 40 W / c m 2 was applied between the target and the
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substrate throughout the present work.

3.14 PHASE AND COMPOSITION ANALYSES

All the titanium oxide thin films deposited on glass 
substrates were anallzed by x-ray diffractometry. Since the

deposited films were about 4000A thick, the 
diffraction peaks from the films were superimposed on a
broad peak, i.e. amorphous peak, from the glass substrate.

Thin films deposited at room temperature with an Ar
partial pressure (PAr ) equal to 70 m Torr were analyzed by
x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) on an SSX-100
Spectrometer (available at Surface Science Western,
University of Western Ontario, London, Ontario) and o n ’ a
PHI 550 ESCA/SAM system (available at Energy Conversion
Devices(E.C.D.), Troy, Michigan). A fully crystallized
sample was also examined at Surface Science Western. In
both cases, the compositions were analysed before and after
the surface of the sample was cleaned by A r T ion bombardment.
The eroded depths in these samples were estimated at about

o o50A in the Surface Science Western experiment and 100A in
the E.C.D. experiment. The XPS data were analyzed to
determine the bond type and the composition using both
narrow-range scanning and broad-range scanning techniques.

The compositions of fully and weakly crystallized
samples were determined by Rutherford backscattering



spectroscopy (RBS) (at Physics Department, Queen’s 
University, Kingston, Ontario). H + projectile ions were 
projected upon the TiOx films with an energy of 2 MeV and 
the energy and number of backscattered H + ions were 
measured by a detector. In this RBS apparatus, the 
scattering angle was set at 160.0° and the resolution was 
14.00 KeV at the Gaussian full width half maximum. The 
compositions of the thin films were analyzed from the 
relative peak heights.

Some of the thin film samples were also analysed by a 
surface Raman scattering technique using the 4880^ 
excitation lines of an argon-neon laser (available at the 
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, University of 
Windsor). Although a compositional analysis is not possible 
in Raman spectroscopy, the aim of this particular study was 
to extract short-range bonding information.

3.15 RESISTIVITY MEASUREMENTS

In order to 3tudy the electrical properties of the 
titanium oxide thin films, surface resistivities were 
measured at various temperatures. Gold or aluminum' 
electrodes were deposited on the surface of the TiO x thin 
films by a thermal evaporation technique in vacuum. The 
geometry of electrodes and the electrical circuit are 
schematically shown in figure 3.2. An electrometer
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(Klethley: Model 610) was used. The electrodes (a) and (c)
In figure 3.2 were fabricated so that the edge effect on 
the current flow from (b) to (d) would be circumvented. A 
schematic cross section of the resistivity measurement 
apparatus is shown in figure 3.3. A Cu wire was mechanically 
attached to the gold or aluminum electrode at the thin film 
surface. The thin film was placed on a ceramic heater and 
was heated up to 60 °C. A maximum temperature of 60 °C was 
chosen to maintain the crystallographic structural 
stability of the deposited thin films as well as the 
chemical stability of the thin film-electrode interface.
The resistivity behaviour above 60 are shown in appendix 
C. The thin film and ceramic heater were sealed in a copper 
chamber to prevent any electrostatic effects. The copper 
chamber was then immersed in a liquid nitrogen filled 
styrofoam cryo-box. Thi3 enabled the resistivity of the 
thin films to be measured at temperatures as low as -191 <fc.
The measured resistances varied from 3 x 102 to 3 x 10l*Q 
depending on the samples and temperature. The resistivities 
were calculated under the following assumptions: (i) the
current flows omogeneously in the titanium oxide film but 
not in the subs crate material, and (ii) the current flow 
was limited in the width of electrode (b) shown in figure 
3.2. Resistivity values obtained using the above 
assumptions ranged from as low as 3 x l O  Q m  to as 
high as 1 x 10 6 Q m  depending on the particular sample and
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temperature (91). (Note that the resistivity of soda 
glass is^l x lO^ftm (91)).

3.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.21 DEPOSITION RATE

The deposition rate (Rq ) was measured as a function of 
oxygen gas flow rate (Fq 2 ) anc* oxygen gas partial pressure 
(Pq2 ) for various fixed values of Ar gas flow rate (F ̂ r ) 
and Ar gas partial pressure (PAr )• T^e results are shown in 
figure 3.4. A change in the angle of opening of the
variable orifice resulted in different partial pressures of 
0 2 and Ar, even though the flow rates of 0 2 and Ar remained 
constant. This is due to the pumping speed in the chamber 
being dependent on the angle of opening of the variable
orifice. All the samples used in figure 3.4 were deposited 
at room temperature and at a fixed power density of 
40 W/cm2 .

The curves shown in figure 3.4 look similar. All show 
that R d increases with increasing F q2 or Pq2 initially, 
reaches a maximum, then decreases with any further increase-

in F 02 or **02 * Tk*s initial Increase in R D , due to
increasing F q2 or po2 » no,t show in some of previous
experimental data by Abe et al (121), Tanaka et al (7) or 
Wu et al (92): their results showed a plateau instead of a
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hump. On the other hand, the results of Schiller et al (8 ) 
and Geraghty et al (77) showed the hump in terms of RD with 
respect to Pq2 . All of these film samples were fabricated 
using an rf diode sputtering unit with the exception of 
those of Schiller et a l ' s which were prepared using an rf 
plasmatron unit.

Schiller et a l ’s study of the R d ~ P (32 relationship was
more comprehensive. The deposition rate, R^, was measured as a 
function of PQ^and the target-substrate distance. According 
to their results, the height of the hump decreased with 
decreasing target-substrate distance: Therefore, it may be 
concluded that the appearance of a plateau or hump depends 
on the experimental set-up. This phenomenon has yet to be 
fully explained.

The initial ri3e of RD , with increasing Fq2 or Pq 2 , 
may be explained by the oxidation of titanium at or in the 
vicinity of the substrate surface. Note that the ratio of 
the specific volumes of bulk Ti02 to Ti metal is 1.77. 
Moreover, since thin-film samples, especially when they are 
non-crystalline, have a lot of defects such as vacancies 
and voids, their specific volumes are usually larger than 
those of crystalline bulk samples. It should be remarked 
that a pure Ti thin film fabricated at T s5a80°C (and Pq2 “0 
Torr) was highly crystallized and showed a c-axis textured 
structure.

The decrease in RD with any further increase in Fq2 or
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P q after showing a maximum can be explained in two ways.
The first Is the occurance of back diffusion (23). Because
P. is constant, the Fn or P n effect should be focused Ar °2 2
upon. Since the 0 2 gas is concentrated within the vicinity
of the substrate (therefore FQ is more significant than PQ2 2
in this set-up) , the Ti atoms sputtered from the Ti target 
undergo many collisions with 0 2 particles. If these
collisions are significant, the Ti atoms do not deposit on
the substrate but rather are deflected back to the target.
The second possibility is target poisoning due to 0 2 gas
introduced for reactive sputtering. Once the target gets
oxidized, target poisoning occurs and R D reduces to 1/10
of the maximum R D value (7, 8 , 77, 92, 93). The main
reasons for this are the lower sputtering yield and the
higher secondary electron emission of the compounds, and
the resulting energy consumption to accerelate these
electrons instead of to sputter out the surface atoms.

3.22 PHASE RELATIONS

3.221 X-RAY DIFFRACTOMETRY

The degree of crytallinity of and the phases present' 
in fourteen titanium oxide thin films which were fabricated 
under various substrate temperatures (Ts ) and oxygen gas 
flow rates (Fq2 ) were analyzed by means of x-ray 
diffractometry. The results were summarized in figure 3.5
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as a "metastable phase diagram". The Ar partial pressure 
(PAr ) was kept constant at 70 m Torr, except for Sample 
(14) In figure 3i5. The deposition condition and measured 
thickness of each sample are listed In table 3.1.

The titanium oxide thin films deposited at T s£ 180 °C 
were all amorphous, while crystallized suboxides were 
obtained for Samples (1), (4), (5) and (6 ). Sample (2) In
figure 3.5 deposited at T a=*320°C and Fo 2 =0.2 scc/min was 
determined to be a mixture of anatase and rut lie phases. 
Sample (3) fabricated at T# =380 and Fq2 =0.3 scc/min and 
Sample (13) deposited at T s =650 ° C and F0^ =0.6 scc/min 
shewed only a pure rut lie phase. While a pure rut lie phase 
was anticipated for Sample (14) (since It was located In
the vicinity of Sample (13)), the actual result for Sample (14) 
was a mixture of rut lie and anatase phases. This was caused 
by the. increase of P Ar from 70'm Torr to 130 m Torr when 
Sample (14) was fabricated. Thus, It should be noted that 
the "metastable phase diagram" given in figure 3.5 Is
strictly valid only for films deposited at PAr=*70 m Torr.

From figure 3.5, It can be said that the degree of
crystallinity Increased with increasing T a at a constant ^ 2* 
or incrta»in« vFq2 ̂  at a constant Ta (if Ta *180°C). Also, 
as both Fq2 and T a increased, the oxygen content of all 
non-amorphous films increased. No Information of the oxygen 
content was obtained for the amorphous films (deposited at 
T a<l80°C).
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The crystallization temperatures were measured for two 
amorphous samples deposited under the conditions of Fq^=0.1 
and 0.3 scc/min holding P Ar constant at 70 m Torr, I.e. 
Samples (10) and (12). The samples were heated In air In 
the temperature range of 200° C to 560° C. The Increment of 
annealing temperature was approximately 4 0 °C. The period 
for each annealing procedure was four hours. After each 
annealing, samples were analysed by x-ray diffractometry. 
The first sharp diffraction peak was observed in both 
samples after annealing at 3 2 0 *C. This peak was the 101 
diffraction peak of anatase phase. According to Hse et al 
(94), the ion-sputtered film crystallized into a mixed 
anatase-rutile structure on slow annealing and Into pure 
anatase with fast annealing. On the other hand, 
electron-beam evaporated films crystallized, at around 300 

°C, always into anatase. The crystallization temperature of 
320°C found in this fitudy is close to this temperature of 
300°C.

In order to determine the compositions of the 
amorphous thin films by x-ray diffraction techniques, three 
amorphous TiOx films, for which the values of x were 
expected to be less than 2 , were annealed in a high vacuum 
In which Pg^ = 1 x 10 m Torr. The Pg^ was measured by a 
residual gas analyzer (Dataquad SMS). These three films 
were those numbered (9), (10) and (11) in figure 3.5. To
prevent further oxidation but to enhance the crystallinity,
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a short annealing time and a high annealing temperature 
were used: the three amorphous T 10X thin films were
annealed at 570°C for 1 hour In a high vacuum (of 1 x 10‘® 
Torr). X-ray dlffractometry revealed that all the three 
amorphous films turned Into TIO2 crystalline films.

This may be explained thermodynamically by using the 
Elllngham diagram (95) as shown In figure 3.6. From this 
figure, the reactions at 570°C occur as follows:

Ti + 02 -* T10 2 AG®*^-190 kcal/mol TI (3.1)
Ti + | ° 2 3 Ti3° 5 AG®* =— 178 kcal/mol Ti (3.2)
TI + 3 °2 - | t i 20 3 a G 3'=-164 kcal/mol Ti (3.3)
Ti + 2 °2 -♦ T10 AG®'=— 113 kcal/mol Ti (3.4)

where ( AG° ' )'s are free energies of formation in the 
standard states. Therefore, from eqs. (3.1) and (3.2):

^ 1 3 0 5  + |02 TIO2 a g |'=-22 kcal
or

2T130 5 + Oj -♦ 6T10 AG® =-132 kcal/mol Oj (3.5)

From e q s . (3.1) and (3.3):

1 1  o2 Ti20 3 + 4 02 -» T102 A G fi'=-36 kcal
or

2 Ti20 3 + 02 4T102 AGg =-144 kcal/mol 0 2 (3.6)
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Equations (3.1) and (3.4) give:

T10 + i 0 2 -* TIO2 A G®'=-87 kcal
or

2T10 + 0 2 2T1Q2 A G ° = - 1 7 4  kcal/mol 02 (3.7)

In order to judge the directions of the above 
reactions, a straight line was drawn from the origin to a 
point of 1.3 x 10“^ Pa (=»10"8 Torr) on the P scale in 
figure 3 .6 '. It is observed in figure 3.6 that the cross 
point of this line with a vertical line at 570°C (or 843 k) 
Is located (at aG=-40 kcal/mol O 2 ) above all the three free 
energies of formation (per mol 02 ) given in Eqs. (3.5),
(3.6) and (3.7).This leads to the conclusion that all the 
reactions given by eqs. (3.5)-(3.7) proceed towards the right 
to form T102* Therefore, the amorphous TIO^'s were not able 
to be crystallized without further oxidation when heated 
even in a high vacuum chamber where the partial pressure of 
oxygen was very low (i.e. 1 x 10 Torr).

3.222 X-RAY PHOTOELECTRON SPECTROSCOPY (XPS).

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) techniques were 
used to try to determine the compositions of TiOj thin 
films and the types of atomic bonds present in them. This 
process was performed at Surface Science Western and at
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E.C.D.
A broad scanning XPS technique was employed to

determine the compositions of the TiOx thin films. Five
thin films were analyzed on their natural surfaces (as
deposited and exposed to air afterwards), and on fresh

osurfaces obtained after approximately 50A of surface 
material were sputtered off by "in situ" Ar* bombardment 
(for 3 minutes at 4 keV) . The films examined had the 
following deposition characteristics: amorphous T10x ' s
deposited at (a) T a =80°C; =0 scc/min, (b) T S =80°C; Fq2
=0.1 scc/min, (c) T a=100°C; Fq2=0.2 scc/min, (d) Ta =120°C;
F  0 ^ 0 . 3  scc/min, and (e) a fully crystallized rutile thin 
film. All the films were deposited at P Ar =70 m Torr and 
films (b) , (c) and (d) were expected to have values of x
smaller than 2 for the T10 x formula.

In figure 3.7, the resultant titanium concentration 
was plotted in terms of °Pen symbols signify the data
from the original surfaces while solid symbols represent 
the data from fresh surfaces created by 4 keV Ar* etching. 
Figure 3.7 shows that the titanium concentrations in films
(b). (c), (d),and (e) were almost identical regardless
whether the surface was etched by Ar* or not. Before 
etching, all the films, except for film (a), had titanium 
concentrations of 33±1 atX, which was the same as the T102 
composition. This may imply that the surface layers formed 
on films (b) , (c) and (d) may have been thicker than the



removed surface layers (^50^) and net completely removed by 
+the Ar bombardment. This situation is schematically 

demonstrated in figure 3.8. Film (a) which was deposited 
without reactive O 2 gas, had a titanium concentration of ~45 
atss Instead of 100 at*. Figure 3.7 also shows that the 

titanium concentrations increased in all the samples after 
Ar * etching.

The fully crystallized specimen (e) was analyzed by
using a narrow scanning XPS techcique: the XPS spectrum at
fresh surface was obtained with respect to the Ar*
sputtering time, as shown in figure 3.9. XPS was performed
on the original film, surfaces as well as on fresh surface
after one, two and three minutes of Ar* etching. After

othree minutes of etching, about 50A of the surface material 
was removed. (This is a rough estimation based on the Ar* 
etching rate of SiOj (96) ) . The original surface gave 
characteristic peaks at 458.5 eV and 464.3 eV, labelled by 
A and B, respectively, in figure 3.9 which corresponded to 
Ti-2p 3 / 2  and Ti— 2p 1/2 electrons in T10 2 (97)• After the 
specimen surface was bombarded by 4 keV A r * , two additional 
weak peaks, (A1 and B* in figure 3.9), appeared. The 
intensity of these peaks, which were located at 457.3 eV 
and 462.2 eV, increased with sputtering time. Measuring 
these energies relative to the oxygen Is level at 530.5 eV, 
as shown in figure 2.10, aZa«=73.2 eV and ^BBta68.3 eV were 
obtained. The value of is in good agreement with that
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for Ti— 2 P3/2 of T i 2 0 3 (i.e. 73.4 ± 0.3 eV) reported by
Sayers et al (98). The value of probably corresponds
to the Ti— 2 P 1/2 electron of Ti20 3.

The narrow range XPS spectra of amorphous samples (b),
(c) and (d) were taken (at E.C.D. company) before and after
the "in situ" Ar* etching of the surface layer as deep as 

o100A (figure 3.10 for Sample (6 )). The XPS peaks from the
original surfaces were identical with those for T IO2 • as
was concluded from the XPS data measured previously at
Surface Science Western. The Ti2 03 peaks which appeared in
the etched samples in figure 3.9 did not clearly appear in
figure 3.10. However, it is obvious that the shapes of
these XPS spectra were changed by Ar bombadment.

The oxygen concentration of sample (c) was measured in
terms of sputtering time as shown in figure 3.11. The
original surface had an oxygen concentration of 67.2±1 a t % .

The 0.5 a t %  excess oxygen content, compared to the oxygen
concentration of stoichiometric T I O 2 (66.7 at% 02)# la due

+to an experimental error. As the Ar bombardment proceeded, 
the oxygen concentration decreased at the fresh surface. 
The new surface composition appeared to approach that of 
Ti^Oj. Such reduction in oxygen content had been reported 
previously using XPS techniques (99, 100) and Auger
Electron Spectroscopy (101, 102, 103). Also, a crystallized
Ti^O^ layer was discovered on the surface of a T 102 granule 
by x-ray diffraction after the surface was etched by 30* keV
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Xe ions (104, 105). It should be noted that 4 keV Ar Iona
were, used throughout the present surface cleaning. The
mechanism for the reduction In oxygen concentration may be
a preferential sputtering effect which removes more oxygen
atoms than titanium atoms from the T102 crystal to yield
bonds of TI 2O 3 type. The existence of bonds of TI2 O3 type 

3 1or TI Ions has been reported by a number of Investigators 
using various experimental techniques - XPS (98, 106-110);
Raman spectroscopy (73, 74, 111, 112); energy loss
spectroscopy (113, 114), low energy electron diffraction
(LEED) (113, 114); ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy
(113, 114); and Infrared spectroscopy (75). On the other
hand, Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) has provided no 
evidence of the existence of bonds of Ti20 3 type (103, 109, 
113, 115, 116). This is probably due to the lower
sensitivity of AES in the investigation of the bond type, 
as compared to XPS.

3.223 RUTHERFORD BACKSCATTERING SPECTROSCOPY

The compositions of selected thin film samples were 
analysed by Rutherford backscattering spectroecopy (RBS).. 
RBS has the following advandages:
I) The compositions can be determined without any
standards.
II) The compositions can be measured regardless of
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crystallinity.
ill) The results obtained from an RBS analysis are more 
representative of the bulk composition of the thin film: an 
RBS analysis provides information from a depth up to 10 jim( 
while such a technique as XPS only provides information 
from the surface layer of the thickness of few tens of 
angstroms.

The compositions are determined from the heights or 
intensities of the energy spectra. The intensity from an 
atom of element I is given by the following relation (30):

ho " ffiCEo)Q 9 6^ €o]iC°8 °1 (3.8)

where subscript "o" indicates corresponding quantities 
evaluated for an atom located on the surface.

g^(E0) ; The average differential scattering cross
section between the projectile and the 
sample evaluated at the incident energy E Q.

n : The solid angle spanned by the detector
aperture.

Q The total number of incident projectiles
bombarding the sample.

& : The energy width of a channel of the
detecting system.

[€0]jcos The t o p p i n g  cross section factor evaluated
at the surface for a given scattering
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geometry multiplied by the cosine of the 
angle of incidence of the beam against the 
samp1e norma1 .

All parameters in eq.(3.8) are apparatus constants except 
and [€01^* both of which depend on elements. Therefore, 

for the case of T10x samples, the relative intensities of 
the energy spectra for Ti and 0 can be calculated by 
applying eq. (3.8):

The total intensity of the energy spectrum for an element 
is known to be linearly proportional to the total number of

where x is the subscript for oxygen in TiCfc . The ratio of 
C€0 ]'s is normally within 10% of unity (31), and thus eq. 
(3.H) may be approximated as:

~ °T1 q i ' C€o]T1 co* #1
h o * °0 <Eo> Q  Q i 1 tCo]0 C"  ®1

(3.9)
(3.10)

atoms (30). Thus the ratio of the total intensities h J* and 
for Ti and 0 is given by:

(3.11)

(3.12)
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The compositions of three thin film samples were
obtained using the relation given by eq. (3.12). These
samples were prepared under different conditions: (1): Ts
=350°C, Fq2 =0.1 scc/min, (3): TS =380°C, F q ^ O . 3  scc/min,
(4): T # =250 °C, F q ^ =0.1 scc/min (see figure 3.5). The
results of RBS analyses are summarized in figure 3.12 which
is a plot of the total intensity versus the energy of
backscattered particles. The symbols, (A) , (B) and (C) in
figure 3.12 correspond to the sample numbers (1), (3) and

TI 0(4), respectively. The values of H 0 and H Q are taken as 
Indicated in these figure because the peaks from oxygen and 
titanium are superimposed . The scattering cross section of 
each element for a H + particle has been determined (31): 
2.632 for T i , and 0.3122 cm2 for 0. The total intensities, h J 1 
and H° , were obtained by measuring the edge heights of the 
spectra in figure 3.12. Substituting these values into eq.
(3.12), the compositions of the thin film samples were 
calculated and the results are listed in table 3.2. The 
analysed compositions of samples (3) and (4) are in good 
agreement with those determined by x-ray diffraction 
method. However, the result obtained from Sample (1) is 
not 1 the oxygen concentration of this sample is higher 
than that estimated by an x-ray diffraction method. This 
may be due to the presence of more than two phases 
including TI2 0  3 which may be the phase of the minimum 
oxygen concentration as compared to other phases within the
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sane sanple. If phases other than the Ti203 phase are amorphous 
or present by an Insignificant amount, they would not be 
detected in an x-ray diffraction experiment.

3.224 RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY

The atomic bonding states of all the samples except 
Samples (2), (13) and (14), (as numbered in figure 3.5),
were studied by Raman spectroscopy. Since Raman 
spectroscopy is a powerful tool for the analysis of the 
bonding states including the short-range-order states, many 
studies have been done on titanium oxides (73, 74, 111,
117-120). These works include studies of the bond structure 
of Ti 2O 3 which has a metal-semlconductor transition of around 
400 ° C  (73, 74) and the thin film structure of titanium
oxides (111, 117-120).

Analyses were made for standard bulk materials of Ti02
(rutlie) , TiC>2 (anatase) and T10 as well as for the
substrate glass material at the Department of Chemistry,
University of Windsor. In all instances, a laser beam of 4860 
o
A wavelength was used as an Incident beam. The standard 
bulk samples of anatase and T10 were purchased from Cerac 
(Milwaukee, USA) while the rutlie sample was prepared by 
beating the anatase sample at 1000 °C for 36 hrs (c.f. 
Putile-anatase transition temperature ■ 900° C  (77))., All
■the standard samples were analysed by x-ray diffraction to
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spectroscopy results are shown plotting the scattering 
intensity with respect to the wave number (Nw ) . Every 
specimen possessed specific peaks. The rutile sample showed 
major peaks at N w =231f 444 and 608 cm"*- . These peak
positions were in good agreement with those reported in 
Bxarhos' work (117) (11^231, 444, 608 cm- 1 ). (The peak at
Nw =* 140 cm-1 in figure 3.13 is due to the remained anatase 
phase.) Major peads at Nws>140, 393, 513, 637 cm-1 for anatase 
sample were also in good agreement with those reported in 
Bxarhos1 work (117) (Nw =143, 390, 510 and 633 cm"1 ). (Note
that the peak at 194 cm”1 is due to Ar* ions in the laser 
source.) The TijO^ phase is known to have peaks at Nw =228, 269, 
302, 347, 452, 530 and 564 cm-1 acccording to Nemanich et
ml (ill), Mooradian et al (73), and Shin et al (74). To the 
author's knowledge no Raman spectroscopy results of TiO
have been reported. In the present study, only a single 
peak at N =463 c m ”1 was obtained for the TiO sample (figure 
3.15). This peak , however, may be due to the bonds of Ti2 O 3 
type in the surface layer of the TiO granule sample. The 
substrate glass material possessed a single broad peak at N^
* 570 c m “1 (figure 3.16).

The results of Raman spectroscopy for the titanium 
oxide thin film samples are shown in figures 3.17-27. The 
numbers (1), (3 ) -(12) in the figures correspond to the
sample numbers as assigned in figure 3.5. Specific peaks 
were observed only in three of the samples, i.e. Samples
(1)« (3) and (6 ). An x-ray diffraction analysis revealed
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that Sample (1) had the Ti 203 phase while RBS results indicated 
that it might contain different phases. The Raman peaks 
from Sample (1) are located at N =354, 462, 546 ca'^ . Note 
that peaks at 354 and 462 ca"1 are known to be from the 
TI2O3 phase (73, 74, 111). The 546 cm”1 peak may be due to
some other phase. Three peaks were obtained for Sample (3) 
at N w =220, 442 and 609 cm -1 , all of which were in good
agreement with those reported for rutile (117). The present 
conclusion that Sample (3) is of rutile phase is consistent 
with other experimental results by x-ray diffraction, XPS 
and RBS. Sample (6 ) possesses a peak at Nv =464 cm”1 , which 
is where the TIO standard material has one specific peak. 
Therefore, the Ti5 O^x structure in Sample (6 ) (as revealed 
by an x-ray diffraction measurement) may have a bond common 
to the bonds of Ti2 O 3 type which are known to exist along 
the CS planes in Magneli phases (43).

The samples other than the above three and the 
substrate glass sample showed no Raman peaks. The possible 
reasons why peaks were absent Include:
1) that these specimens are not Raman active/
ii) that the atomic positions in the thin films are
totally disordered, e.g. the angles between Ti-O-Ti and/or
the lengths of Ti-0 bondings are random, and
H i )  that the T i O x thin films absorb the incident laser
beam.
Even in the amorphous materials, some short-range order 
must remain. Therefore, situation (11) may not be the case.
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If situation (i) is correct, it is worthwhile to analyse 
these samples by means of Infrared (IR) spectroscopy, 
because IR and Raman spectroscopies are usually 
Interdependent. Situation (ill) is quite probable since the 
optical properties of TiOx 's depend on the oxygen content 
as mentioned in section 2 .73.

3.225 COMPARISON OF METASTABLE PHASE DIAGRAMS

In this study, a metastable phase diagram of the 
titanium-oxygen binary system was obtained as a plot of the 
substrate temperature (Ta ) versus the oxygen gas flow rate 
^ 0 2 ^' as ahown in figure 3.5. Similar phase diagrams were 
reported by W. T. Pawlewicz et al (5, 6 ) using thin film
samples fabricated by an rf reactive diode sputtering 
technique [figure 3.28(A)] and also by S. Schiller et al 
(9) fez* samples prepared by dc reactive plasmatron (planer 
Magnetron) sputtering [figure 3.28(B)]. The main features 
of the phase diagram shown in figure 3.28(A) are summarized 
aa follows:
I) Crystalline T I O 2 phases are found when the oxygen gas
partial pressure (Pq ) is higher than 10 a Torr.
1!) The anatase phase is found in a region of Ts from
200*c to 400*C and of P Q from 10 to 50 m Torr.

2
H i )  The suboxlde regions sure not identified. (In the 
auboxlde region, the value of x for T10x  fa less than 2 .)
°n the other hand, the phase diagram given in figure
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3.28(B) shows the following features:
1) Amorphous phases are obtained when T s is lower than
~50°c.
ii) At low oxygen gas partial pressures (P0 <0.2 m Torr),2
a auboxlde region has appeared.
H i )  A high anatase content ( 80%) is obtained in a region 
of T g from 150 to 250°C and of Pq2 from 0.2 to 0.25 m Torr. 
The major differences between phase diagrams (A) and (B) 
are:
1) At low T 's, diagram (A) shows a rutile phase, while
diagram (B) represents fine-polycrystalline and amorphous 
Phases.
ii) A suboxide region has * appeared only in diagram (B) 
(for P q^' s less than 0.15 m Torr).
H i )  A 100% rutile region appears in both diagrams (A) and 
(B) but in different T„ ranges; T >500°C in diagram (A) andS 9
t 3>300°C in diagram (B).
Another important difference is that the oxygen partial 
Pressure range used for phase diagram (A) (0-150 m Torr)
was much wider than that used for diagram (B) (0-0.45 m
Torr). However, this difference itself would not have a 
significant influence on the geometry of the phase diagram 
Unless the ratio of the oxygen gas partial pressure to the 
argon gas partial pressure (P02 ^p Ar ) i® significantly 
different.
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The phase diagram determined In the present study Is 
given in figure 3.5. As mentioned earlier, it is somewhat 
similar to phase diagram (B) : a rutlie phase has appeared
at high T t 's (>350° C) and high • s (>0.3 scc/min) , and a 
mixture of anatase and rutlie phases has been found at
medium Ts (350°C) and (0.2 scc/min). The suboxlde and
amorphous phase fields have appeared in this phase diagram. 
However, the positions of these phase fields are different
from those in phase diagram (B) . In diagram (B) , the
boundary between the suboxlde and T I O 2 phases were nearly 
vertical, that is, it occured at an almost constant oxygen 
Partial pressure. In the present case this boundary was 
drawn from a region of low oxygen flow rates and high
substrate temperatures towards a region of high oxygen flow 
rates and low substrate temperatures. Nonetheless, general 
features of the phase diagram obtained in the present study 
are in reasonable agreement with those of diagram (B) 
obtained for samples fabricated by means of a reactive dc 
Plasmatron sputtering technique.

Phase diagram (A) looks quite different from both of 
these diagrams. This difference may be attributed to the 
difference in the thin film preparation techniques. For the 
case of the present triode-sputtering source, the Ar plasma 
Is initiated and maintained even at lower Ar gas partial 
Pressures than those required for the case of a 
diode-sputtering source. This is due to 'bombardment of the
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Ar gas by the electrons emitted from an independent 
filament and accelerated by the additional anode(see figure 
3.1). Moreover, the plasma is confined and concentrated in 
the vicinity of the target due to geometrical design and 
magnet walls of the present triode sputtering source. The 
Ar plasma is also concentrated in a plasmatron (or planar 
magnetron) because a magnetic field confines the electron 
movement Just above the target (see section 2.42). Thus in 
these two sputtering methods, the total Ar gas pressure can 
be kept at a lower level for initiating and maintaining the 
plasma than in a diode sputtering method. It is plausible 
that both the phase diagrams obtained in the present study 
and diagram (B) are those for low Ar partial pressures, 
while phase diagram (A) is one for a high Ar partial 
pressure .

3.23 RESISTIVITY

The surface resistivities were measured to study the 
relationship between the electrical conduction mechanisms 
and phases. The surface resistances of all the samples 
shown in figure 3.5, except for two specimens (13) and 
(14), were measured in the temperature range from -191°C to 
6o°C. The minimum temperature -191°C was obtained by liquid 
nitrogen. As mentioned in section 3.15, the highest 
temperature of 60°C was determined to assure the stability
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of the resistance during the measurement (see appendix C) .
The resistance was measured on the way both heating up and
cooling down. The data obtained either ways agreed 
reasonably well. Resistances were converted to resistivities

with the assumption that the electrical current passed 
uniformly through the entire films without any leakage (No 
electrical conduction was assumed through the substrate 
aaterial. I.e. a soda-lime glass). Note that the 
resistivity of a typical soda-lime glass is x 10** Om  
(91) . while the resistivities of the thin film samples of 
TiOj were anticipated in the range between 3 x 10"*' Q m  and 
1 x 10* Qm. As discussed in section 2.2, the following 
electrical conduction mechanisms are considered to be most 
probable in the presenmt T10x film samples because they 
3howed semiconductive behaviors:
1)the Boltzmann mechanism (18):

P mPny (T« / T)' 01 a (3.13)

2)the Polaron mechanism (21)

P  - P n  exp CTp / T)2/S (3.U)

3)the Mott mechanism (18)

P  *y°o3 exp (T° (3,15)
In these equations P  * s and T a ’s are constants. As 
Mentioned in section 2.2, even if the Boltzmann mechanism
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is dominant, the three kinds of activation energies are 
possible to fit in eq. (3.1) depending on the temperature 
range. In the temperature range, i.e. from -191 °C to 6 0 °C,
employed in the present experiment, only one
activation energy may be assumed for the Boltzmann 
mechanism. This assumption was also employed by Meaudre et 
al (122) and Mott (123, 124).

The constants for eqs (3.1) — (3.3), e.g. , Ta, etc,
Were determined with the experimental data of versus T by
means of the least square method. The mechanism which
yielded the minimum 'standard deviation was chosen as the
most probable one for each sample. The definition of the
"standard deviation" and error analysis are given in
appendix E. The resultant curves of j * versus T for the
three mechanisms are given in figures 3.29, 31 and 30 for
Samples (3), (6) and (9), respectively. The regions for the
three conduction mechanisms are identified in the T s versus
Pq ~ plane as shown in figure 3.32. Only Sample (3) was 

2
found to obey a Boltzmann mechanism. Since it was fully
crystallized, it is reasonable for Sample (3) to have a 
conduction mechanism of the Boltzmann type. Samples (2) and 
(6 ) were found to fit the polaron mechanism. All the other 
samples were determined to have conduction mechanisms of the 
Mott type. The band structure of a rutile (Ti0 2 ) single 
crystal is well established (66). The band gap energy- between 
valence and conduction bands is^3.0 eV (66 , 125). On the
ether hand, Sample(3) in this study indicated an activation
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energy of only 0.11 eV. This result, however, agrees well 
with Tanaka et a l ' s work (7). In their investigation, TiOj 
thin film samples were fabricated by a reactive rf 
sputtering technique and an activation energy of 0.1 eV 
was obtained from resistivity measurements. The activation 
energy calculated from the optical absorption coefficient 
data was 3.15 eV which was in good agreement with the known 
value for the band gap i.e. 'Vl.O eV. The resistivity Is 
controlled by the impurity levels located In the band gap 
caused by various types of crystallographlc defects. An 
activation energy of 0.11 eV may be due to interstitial TI 
Ions (76). The values of TQ determined for all the samples 
Using eq. (3.3) are plotted as a function of T a and F qj In 
figure 3.33.Parameter, T Q is defined as follows (18):

T o  -  C  [  CL3  / N  ( E f ) *  3 (3^

where N(Ep ) is the one-electron density of states at the 
Fermi level, F , OC is the Inverse of the localization 
length of the one electron wavefunctions, k is the Boltzmann 
constant, and C is a constant approximately equal to 2 . 
Thus, the increasing o f  T. means either the shortening of 
localized length or increasing the N(Ej ) or both dominant. 
In figure 3.33, the open circles represent the data for 
Samples (2 ) and (6 ) for which the polaron mechanism seems 
to be governing and therefore the two data points deviate 

 ̂ from the general tendency for other data points. In
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general, the values of T 0 are larger for the thin films 
deposited at lower values of T a and/or F q ^ . For the case of 
amorphous Si, both the resistivity and T Q increase with 
Increasing the amount of doped Au (124). Yamaguchl (126) 
however, concluded that this was mainly attributed to 
decreasing of N(Ep ) because the energy levels near the Fermi 
level due to dangling bonds are reduced by doped Au atoms. The 
Results given in the present study may Indicate that the thin 
films deposited at lower T a and/or F Q^ have smaller N(Ep) 
and/or localized length, or both.

The results of the resistivity measurements are 
summarized in figure 3.34 as a plot of l o g /  versus (l/T)*-̂ .  
Numbers (1)-(12) in the figure correspond to the specimen 
numbers assigned in figure 3.5. For Samples (4)-(12), T is

9

a more significant variable than Fq^ , i.e. the resistivity 
data for those deposited at the same T a but at different 

^0*2 behave similarly. On the other hand, the resistivities 
°f thin films (1) — (3) deposited at a high Ts (/v350°C) were 
found to range widely in figure 3.34. This may be ascribed 
"to the fact that Samples (1) — (3) have different degrees of 
crystallinity and different conduction mechanisms, i.e. the 
Mott, the polaron and the Boltzmann mechanism, 
^oapectively. All the samples (1)— (12) show 
aemlconductlve behaviour, i.e. the resistivity decreases . 
^Ith Increasing temperature. As mentioned in section 2.74, 
single crystals of TIO possess the metallic temperature
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dependence of resistivity. However, Sample (4) exhibits 
semiconductive behaviour. This discrepancy may be 
attributed to the fact that the thin film was weakly 
crystallized or partially amorphous. Therefore, its band 
structure may not be exactly the same as that of single 
crystal TiO. The thin films deposited at low T s show higher 
resistivities (see figure 3.34). This may be explained by 
the hopping conduction mechanism. Since the electrons need 
phonon assistance to jump from one site to another in the 
hopping mechanism, they cannot move right across the 
specimen. This mechanism may be more significant for the more 
atomically disordered samples which correspond to those 
deposited at low temperatures.

Although the values of T 0 strongly depended on the 
deposition conditions, the compositions of Samples (7)-(12) 
*»ere not able to be identified by x-ray diffractometry, XPS or 
Raman spectroscopy.



CHAPTER 4

Ba 2 Si 2 TiOg THIN FILMS

4 .1 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

^.11 TARGET PREPARATION

Ba-Si—Ti oxide thin films have been fabricated from 
Ba 2 Si 2 T 108 (BST) ceramic targets by means of a trlode 
reactive sputtering technique in the rf mode (15, 16, 127). 
The following difficulties have been encountered in the 
fabrication process of near stoichiometric BST thin films:
I) During the process of sputtering at a high power 
level, ceramic targets were heated and then cracked into 
small pieces by thermal stresses.
II) When the power level was lowered, the sputtering rate 
declined to a low level, which required a long sputtering 
time for the sample preparation.
H i )  The relationships between the compositions of the 
targets and the deposited thin films were investigated (16) 
a»d a particular composition for the target ceramic was 
Predicted so that the composition of the thin films 
fabricated from the ceramic target might be close to 
3toichiometry. However, the ceramic of the predicted
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composition was not successfully sintered (16).
If metallic (Instead of ceramic) targets are utilized 

these difficulties may he removed because metals are good heat 
conductors and ductile materials. Therefore, an attempt was 
made to fabricate metallic targets. Three different types 
of metallic targets were prepared: (I) a composite of BaSlO^
(ceramic) and Ti (metal) designed as shown In figures 4.1 
(A) and (B) , (II) a pressed powder disc consisting of a 
mixture of BaO (ceramic) and TiSij (metallic) powders, and 
(III) a pressed disc of a Ba-Si-Ti alloy powder. In the 
fabrication of a target of type (I), BaSiO-j was fabricated 
by mixing BaCO 3 and S10 2 powders to stoichiometry and 
calcining the mixture at 1200°C. (The calcining temperature 
of 1200 °C was determined by monitoring the phases in the 
mixture by x-ray diffraction). Then, the BaSiO 3 powders was 
pressed and sintered in air into a disc of the diameter of 
20 mm and a thickness of 1.2 mm at 1350°C for two hours. 
At the center of a titanium metal disc of the diameter of 
25.4 mm and the thickness of 2 mm, a hole of the size of 
the sintered BaSiO 3 disc was made as shown in figure 4.1 
{A). The BaSIOg ceramic disc was pushed into the hole 
°n the titanium disc as shown in figure 4.1 (B) . In order
to prepare a target of type (II), TiSij and BaCO^ powders 
w®re first mixed to the ratios of Ba:Si:Ti equal to 2:2:1. 
The powder mixture wa^ the calcined in air at 900°C for
four hours. The powder was pressed into discs of 25.4 mm
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diameter which were then sintered In an Ar atmosphere at 
930 °C for four hours. A Ba-Sl-Tl alloy target (of type 
(III)) was prepared as follows:
1) Barium metal granules and TISI2 powder were weighed to 
sholchlometic compositions, i.e. Ba:Si:Ti“ 2 :2:1.
2) They were melted together in an alumina crucible by 
means of a vacuum induction furnace (available in the 
Department of Engineering Materials).
3) The alloy ingot was ground into powder which was then 
pressed into a disc of 25.4 mm diameter.
4) The disc was sintered in an Ar atmosphere at 950° C, (The 
diameter of the sintered disc was reduced to 24.0 mm).
The target discs of all the three types were mounted on 
copper target holders as mentioned in section 3.11.

*•12 THIN FILM PREPARATION

An attempt was made to reactively deposit BST thin 
films on (100) silicon substates by means of an rf trlode 
sputtering source. It should be stressed again that (001) 
°riented BST thin films are required to obtain 
Piezoelectricity. The same sputter-depositlon arrangement 
as mentioned In section 3.12 was employed. (100) silicon 
3lngle crystal wafers were used as substrates because of 
the following reasons:
i) (100) Si has a good lattice matching with (001) BST if
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direction [010] or [001] on (100) Si is parallel to [100]
or [010] on (001) BST. That is, since the lattice
parameters of Si and BST in the (001) plane are

o orespectively 5.45 A and 8.52 A, three units of the Si
lattice parameter make up 96% of the BST lattice parameter.
II) If surface acoustic wave (SAW) devices can be
fabricated using BST thin films deposited on Si substrates, 
there is a possibility for use in integrated circuits (IC's),
since the base material of commercial IC's is Si.
III) Since it has been expected that a high substrate
temperature ( ' W O O  9  C) is required to obtain a c-axis 
oriented BST thin film (15, 16, 127) the substrate material 
should have a high melting point.

Prior to being set in the sputtering chamber, the Si 
wafer was placed in a 5% HF solution for 10 minutes in 
order to remove the oxide layer on the surface. The wafers 
were then washed with distilled water and ethanol, and 
dried.

A  substrate heater which can reach temperatures as 
high as 800 °C was designed for reason (ill) stated above. 
This heater was modified from one originally designed 
lor the substrate heater in a molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) 
u nit (136). Tantalum wire was used for the heating element, 
and a frame cover was made of 0.5 mm thick stainless steel 
3heet. Figure 4.2 shows the relationship between the 
aPplied power and achieved temperature.
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4.23 THICKNESS MEASUREMENTS

The thin film thickness was measured by means of an 
Interferometer. The same process as described in section
3.13 was used. The deposition rate, , was in the range of

• 2200 to 1000 A/hr, depending on the power level (of 10 W/cm
to 20 w/cm2 ) applied to the target and the partial pressure 
of Ar gas (of 85 m Torr to 150 m Torr).

4.14 PHASE AND COMPOSITION ANALYSES

The composition of target material was analysed by an 
energy-dispersive x-ray analyzer (KEVEX) attached to a 
scanning electron microscope (SEMC0 Nanolab 7) available at 
the Department of Engineering Materials, University of 
Windsor.

For the composition analysis of BST thin films, KEVEX 
Was not used because both the thin film material and the 
substrate material contained a common element. Si, and the 
^spth of x-ray signals for analysis was estimated to be 
larger than the thin film thickness. Instead, an XPS 
technique was employed since only a few surface layers were 
responsible in this analytical technique (135) (XPS 
techniques were previously discussed in section 3.222).
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4.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.21 METALLIC TARGET PREPARARTION

Three types of "metallic" targets (termed Targets I,
II and III) were fabricated for reactive sputtering of 
barium-silicon-titanium oxide thin films.

Target I
A composite target was prepared by embedding a BaSiO3 

Ceramic disc at the centre of Ti metal disc. The BaSiO^ 
ceramic was sintered from a mixture of BaCO^ and SIO^ 
powders.

The stoichiometrlcally weighed powders were mixed 
thoroughly by mortar and pestle and heat treated for 4 hrs 
at three different temperatures, 1000, 1100 and 1200°C. The
mixture was analyzed by x-ray diffractometry after each 
beat treatment. The following phases were identified: BaCO 3 
and BaSiO3 after heating at both 1000°C and 1100°C, and BaO 
and BaS103 after heating at 1200°C. Thus, at 1200°C, 
calcination was completed. It appeared less Si was 
found in the calcined powder than stolchlometlc 
BaSiO^ according to the x-ray diffraction results. 
This Implies that a certain amount of Si, possibly 
in an amorphous S i 0 2 form, was undetected by x-ray
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diffraction. The powder was then pressed Into 20 ma 
diameter discs with a 1000 MPa pressure and sintered at 
1350 °c for 2 hrs. An x-ray diffraction analysis revealed 
that the target was made up of the BaSiO^ phase only.

Target II
BaO and T1S12 powders were mixed and pressed into a 

disc shape. This disc was sintered at 930°C for 4 hrs in an 
Ar atmosphere. It was expected that grains of BaO powder 
[the melting point of which is 1923° C (128)] were cemented 
by sintered T 1S12 [the melting point of which is 1540°C 
(45)]. However, the discs were still friable powder after this 
sintering and they swelled up during the x-ray diffraction 
measurement. This may be caused by the following reaction 
of BaO with moisture:

BaO + H 20 -♦ Ba(0H)2 
Thus, Target II was too unstable to be used for 
sputtering.

Target III
An alloy containing Ba, Si and Ti with an atomic ratio 

2 :2:1 respectively was successfully prepared by melting 
In a vacuum induction furnace (available at the Department 
of Engineering Materials, University of Windsor). TiSi2 
Powder was placed at the bottom of an A 1 20 3 crucible (of 
4 cm diameter and 9 cm hight). Granules of barium metal.



stored in mineral oil, were placed on the powder to help 
the oil evaporate more easily. The melting conditions in 
terms of time and temperature are given in figure 4.3. Note 
that the total length of the period when the temperature 
was kept higher than 1000°C was 10 mlns in order to 
homogenize the melt.

The ingot obtained was analyzed by x-ray 
dlffractometry and was found to contain phases of BaSl and 
71 5 Si 3 along with small amounts of some unidentifiable 
phases. The ingot was quite brittle and easily broken with 
a hammer. The pieces of the ingot were ground into a powder 
with a mortar and pestle. The ground powder was pressed 
Into a disc with an axial stress of 1000 MPa.

The phase diagrams of binary systems, Ti-Si and Si-Ba, 
are shown in figures 4.4 and 4.5 respectively. The phase 
diagram of the Ba-Ti system has not been reported, as of 
Yet. Since this bulk material, i.e. the ingot, mainly 
contained two intermetalllc compounds, BaSl and TI5 S I 3, the 
eintering temperature of 950 ° C  was chosen taking into 
account the melting temperatures of the two phases. After 
aixitering, the discs had a good solid disc shape. X-ray 
diffraction revealed that the major phases in the sintered 
targets were BaSl2 and TI5 SI3 . However, both BaSl2 and BaSl 
are very reactive with water:

BaSi2 + 2H 20 -* Ba(0H)2 +2Si+H2t
BaSi+2H20 ■+ Ba(0H)2+Si+H 2t
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The resultant phases were confirmed by x-ray 
dlffractometry. Thus, both the Ingot and the sintered discs 
Must be stored In dry air or vacuum.

4.22 DEPOSITION RATE

The thicknesses of BST thin films deposited from -a 
"target of type III (as defined In section 4.11) were
Measured as a function of the power density applied to the 
"target (W) , and the Ar gas partial pressure (p ^r ) * The
oxygen gas flow rate (Fq^ ) ant* the substrate temperature
(T# ) were kept constant at 0.2 scc/min and 70 ° C
respectively, during the thin film deposition. The results 
a*e illustrated in figure 4.6 where letters (a), (b) and
(c) correspond to the sample names: Sample (a) was
deposited at W=10 W/cm^ and P^r =150 m Torr; Sample (b) at 
W**lo W/cm^ and P ^ r=«115 m Torr, and Sample (c) at W=20 W/cm^ 
ai*d p ^ r =85 m Torr. The deposition rate (RD ) increased
®ither with decreasing P Ar or with increasing W, as 
expected from a pure titanium metal target. (Detailed 
discussion of pure Ti thin film fabrication is given in 
aPPendlx B.) T is behaviour of R may be explained In a

If

Parallel manner as In Appendix B, taking Into account the 
kinetic energies of the sputtering gas molecules and the 
"back-dlffusion" effect (23).
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4.23 COMPOSITION AND PHASES

The phases, surface topography and composition of the 
thin films deposited from Target I (as described in section 
4.11) were analyzed using x-ray diffractometry, SEM and 
BDXA (Kevex).

As previously described. Target I was a ceramic-metal 
composite target. Thin films were sputter deposited from 
this target for 8 hours under the following conditions: W=»9 
w/cm , FAr *44 scc/min and Ta =220 °C. Oxygen gas was not 
introduced into the chamber. The applied power density was 
the maximum allowed to maintain a steady plasma. The 
post-sputter target is shown in figure 4.7. Many thermal 
cracks can be seen in the ceramic portion.

The thin films were analyzed by x-ray diffractometry 
*nd were found to be amorphous. An SEM photograph of the 
film surface topography is shown in figure 4.8. Small 
drains (*10jjnf) are scattered on a smooth background. The 
composition of these grains and the smooth surface were 
analyzed by EDXA. The results for grains and the smooth 
surface are shown in figure 4.9(A) and (B), respectively. 
The positioning of the peaks in figure 4.9(A) is very 
similar to that of BST (15) shown in figure 4*10. The
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Si. substrate as well, the composition of the smooth surface 
was not able to be determined.

The phases, surface topography, and compositions of
three thin film samples, (a), (b) and (c) , deposited under
different conditions, using Target III (which was described
in section 4.11) were analyzed by means of x-ray
diffractometry, SEM and XPS. The sputter—deposition
conditions of Samples (a), (b), and (c) were given
previously in section 4.22. X-ray diffractometry
showed thses thin films to be amorphous. (Note that
the substrate temperature was kept constant at 70°C
during the preparationof all the three samples.)
Two additional thin films were prepared for the
structural analyses under the same deposition conditions as
those for Sample (b) other than the substrate temperatures.
Both samples deposited at T = 450 °C and 500°C were also8
found to be amorphous. Thus no crystallized as-
deposited thin films were obtained with the substrate 
temperature less than 500 °C. SEM micrographs of the thin
film surfaces can be seen in figures 4.11 (a), (b) and (c).
The surface of Sample (b) had portions which flaked off, 
while the surfaces of the other two films were very smooth. 
This flake-off was due to the improperly cleaned substrate 
surface (for Film (b)). In figure 4.12, the compositions of 
Samples (a) , (b) and (c) determined by means of XPS were
Plotted as a function of the applied power density, W, and
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the Ar partial pressure, P^r . The XPS data was corrected
using the factors determined by White et al (127) for the
individual elements in the Ba-Si—Ti oxide thin films.
Correct ratios of Ba:Si:Tl were obtained in such a way that
the correction factors (1.15 for Ba, 0.562 for Si, 1.18 for
Ti) were multiplied by the atomic ratio obtained from the XPS
analyses. The relative concentration of Ti increased while
the relative concentration of Si decreased, with decreasing
PAr or increasing W. These figures clearly show that the
chemical composition of the thin film can be altered by
varying P and/or W. This may be ascribed to the Ar
characteristic dependences of the sputtering yields for 
individual elements on the Incident particle energy and/or 
the "back-diffusion" effect (23). When PAr is reduced, the 
plasma density decreases and the accelerating energy of Ar* 
ions Increases because of the constant power (not voltage) 
supplied to the target. Since the sputtering yield of each 
element depends not only on the energy of the incident 
Particle (130) but also on the size, mass and bonding 
energy of an atom of the element, the composition of the 
thin film can be altered by changing the applied power 
level. For the case of "back-diffusion", the atoms knocked 
out of the target undergo collisions with the particles in 
the plasma and then are scattered with a wide range of the 
scattering angle, and some of them may go back to the 
tarcjet (23). The efficiency of back-dif fusion is also
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dependent upon the particle size, mass, and kinetic energy of 
the ejected atoms as well as the plasma density. This 
means that, even within the "back-diffusion" mechanism, the 
composition shift in the deposited film (when pAr and/or W 
are changed) can be explained.

Using the data of the sample (c) shown in' figure 4.12, 
it is projected that the stoichiometric BajSijTiOg may be 
sputter deposited from the Ba—Si—Ti metallic target whose 
compositions of Ba:Si:Ti are equal to 2:1.9:0.7. Other 
sputtering conditions should be W=*20 W /cm2 , P^r =fl5 m Torr,
*0,-0.2 scc/min and T =»70°C. These conditions, however, are 2 8
n°t those for obtaining c-axis oriented Ba_Si_Ti0o thin films.Z a O

Much higher substrate temperatures ( > 7 0 0 ° C) are required 
for obtaining such oriented thin films as discussed 
elsewhere (15, 16, 127).



CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY

5.1 TITANIUM OXIDE THIN FILMS

TiOx thin films were reactively sputter-deposited from
titanium metal targets onto glass substrates, using
substrate temperatures of 80 °G to 650 °C and oxygen flow
tates of 0.1 scc/min to 0.8 scc/min. The sputtering was
accomplished with a triode source operated in the rf mode.
The fabricated thin films were characterized by x-ray
diffractometry, x-ray photoelectron' spectroscopy,
Rutherford backscatterlng spectoscopy, Raman spectroscopy
and resistivity measurements.

From x-ray diffraction of the films, the following
crystalline phases were identified: TiO, Ti -0 , , Ti 0 „»i j 4 7
TigOii » anatase (Ti0 2 )» and rutile (T1 0 2 ). Some films were 
believed to consist of a single phase and others to contain 
two or more phases. The phase relationships in the 
Individual samples were summarized in the "metastable phase 
diagram" constructed by plotting the substrate temperature 
versus the oxygen flow rate. This diagram clearly showed 
that: (a) for a fixed oxygen flow rate, both the degree of
ctystalllnity and the degree of oxidation increased as the
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substrate temperature increased and (b) for fixed substrate 
temperatures above 200 °C, the crystallinity and oxidation 
Increased as the oxygen flow rate increased. For substrate 
temperatures below 200°G, the deposited films were found to 
be amorphous. It should be noted that the crystallization 
temperatures of amorphous films fabricated under different 
conditions of substrate temperature and oxygen flow rate 
were all about 320*^.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy of the as-deposited 
films appeared to indicate that the films were all of the 
tutile composition, regardless of the deposition 
conditions. Such a situation would suggest the presence of 
a fully oxidized surface layer of about 5 nm thickness in 
which the Ti:0 ratio equaled 1:2. For a rut lie sample, 
in-situ argon ion etching seemed to cause the formation of 
fi20 3 bonds.

The compositions of selected samples analyzed by 
Rutherford backscatterlng spectroscopy were in reasonable 
agreement with the x-ray diffraction results. Raman 
spectroscopy also confirmed these data for Ti2 0 3 , anatase, 
and rutlie for >rhlch Raman spectra had been published.

The resistivities of the films were measured over the 
temperature range of -191 °C to 60 °C. Even at one given 
temperature the measured resistivities ranged widely (from
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3x10 ** to 1X10 6n m at room temperature, for example). Using 
simplified assumptions, electrical conduction mechanisms 
Were determined for individual samples. The fully
crystalline rutile sample was found to follow the Boltzmann
Mechanism, while all the amorphous samples and some of the 
Weakly crystalline samples fallowed the Mott mechanism. 
Most of the samples containing suboxide phases seemed to 
obey the polaron mechanism or a mechanism intermediate
between the Boltzmann and the Mott. Thus, a clear 
correspondence between the mapping of conduction mechanisms 
and metastable phases was established. It should be noted 
that the rutile sample gave an activation energy of 0.11 eV 
tor the Boltzmann process which probably corresponded to a 
impurity level due to interstitial Ti ions.

5 ’2 Ba-Si-Ti METALLIC TARGETS FOR REACTIVE SPUTTER 
DEPOSITION OF THIN FILMS

Three types of metallic targets (one of which was a 
Ceramic—metallic composite disc) were prepared for reactive 
3PUtter deposition of barium-silicon-titanium oxide thin 
films. The most useful of the targets was a metallic powder 
disc (sintered at 950°C in an argon atmosphere). The two 
^ j o r  phases in this disc were B a S ^  and Tl^Sl^ . The powder 
for this disc was prepared by mixing weighed quantities of 
barium granules and S ijTi powder to give the following



ratios of elements: Ba:Si:Ti = 2:2:1. The resulting mixture 
was induction melted at 1250°C.

5.3 B a 2Si2TiOs THIN FILMS

Thin films were reactively sputter deposited from the 
3intered target (described in the previous section) onto 
(100) Si substrates. The sputtering parameters controlled 
were - (i) rf power density applied to the target (in the 
range of 10 W/cm^ to 20 W/cm^ ) , (ii) argon gas flow rate (6 
scc/min to 23 scc/min), (iii) oxygen flow rate (0.2 scc/min 
to 0.5 scc/min), and (iv) substrate temperature (70°C to 
500°c).

All of the resulting films were amorphous. Relative 
amounts of titanium and silicon in the films were monitored 
by x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. It was found that as 
the argon gas partial pressure decreased and/or the applied 
rf power density increased, the relative amount of titanium 
in the films increased and that of silicon decreased. By 
extrapolating the data obtained, the conditions under which 
stoichiometric B a 2 S i 2 Ti08 thin films would be deposited 
from a Ba-Si-Ti metallic target using the present 
sputtering system may be predicted as follows:
i) metallic target composition, Ba:Si:Ti *» 2 : 1.9 :
0.7
ii) rf power density = 20 W/cm
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ill) argon gas partial pressure = 85 m Torr
iv) oxygen flow rate = 0.2 scc/min

ov) substrate temperature = 70 C



CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION

1) A "metastable phase diagram" was obtained to show the 
phase relationship in titanium oxide thin films in terms 
of the substrate temperature and the reactive oxygen gas 
flow rate or the corresponding partial pressure of the 
oxygen gas. The titanium oxide thin films were reactively 
sputter deposited on the glass substrate at a fixed 
partial pressure (i.e. 70m Torr) of the sputtering argon 
gas.

2) A diagram of the plausible electrical conduction 
mechanism for titanium oxide thin films was constructed. 
The electrical conduction mechanism seemed to be 
dependent on the degree of crystallinity:

Boltzmann mechanism - fully crystalline rutile film 
Polaron mechanism - partially crystalline films 
Mott mechanism - weakly crystalline and amorphous

films

3) A metallic target containing Ba, Si and Ti with the 
compositional ratios of 2 :2:1 was successfully prepared 
for reactive sputtering-deposltlon of barium-silicon-



titanium oxide thin films.

The relative concentration of silicon in the sputter- 
deposited barium-silicon-tItanium oxide thin films 
decreased and that of titanium increased, with decreasing 
the partial pressure of the sputtering gas (Ar) and/or 
Increasing the sputtering power density.



CHAPTER 7

RECOMMENDATION FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

• •1) The optical constants of the deposited titanium oxide 
films should be measured in terms of their compositions.

2) High resolution transmission electron microscopy studies 
should be carried out to directly Identify the phases in 
the titanium oxide thin films.

3) Since phases of some thin films can be changed depending 
on the thickness, the "metastable phase diagram" constructed 
in the present study may depend on the thickness. Therefore 
the diagram should be reconfirmed by using the samples 
which have different thicknesses.

4) To obtain information about short range order states, 
infrared absorption analyses should be done on the titanium 
oxide thin films, which showed no clear Raman spectra in the 
present study.

5) A metallic target whose constituents are Ba, Si and Ti 
of the respective atomic ratios equal to 2:1.74:0.67 should 
be fabricated and sputter-deposited with the power density
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2applied to the target of 20 W/cm , in order to obtain 
stoichiometric Ba2Si2TiOg thin films.

6 ) To control the crystal U n i t y  of Ba2 Si 2TiOg thin films, 
high substrate temperatures (~700°C) must, be attained. This 
condition may be satisfied by using the tantalum wire 
heater which was newly designed and developed in the 
present work.
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a p p e n d i x  a

t h i c k n e s s  m e a s u r e m e n t s

The ’thicknesses of thin film samples were measured by 
two different techniques: (i) a stylus technique (available
at Surface Science Western in the University of Western 
Ontario, Ontario) and (ii) Tolansky's (interferometer) 
technique (at the Department of Engineering Materials, 
University of Windsor).

The stylus method utilizes a fine diamond tip of 
radius 0.7 to 2 pm. This needle is pressed onto the surface 
with a pressure of 1 kPa (which corresponds to a tip mass 
of only 0.1 g) and is moved uniformly across the surface. 
Any vertical movement of the tip, which is caused by 
surface irregularities is converted to an electrical signal 
which is then amplified and recorded. It is claimed (131) 
that the minimal thickness difference that can be recorded 
by this method is 2.5 nm with a precision of ± 2% .

The Ti metal thin films deposited on glass substrates 
were measured by both the stylus method on a Dektak surface 
profilometer and Tolansky's method on an interferometer. A 
typical recording of the profile from a Ti metal film on a 
glass substrate is shown in figure A 1 . The thickness 
measurements were performed two and four times on each
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sample by the stylus method and Tolansky's method, 
respectively. The average values were then calculated and 
are summarised in table A 1 .



a p p e n d i x  b

d e p o s i t i o n  h a t e  o f  t i t a n i u m  t h i n  f i l m s

The titanium thin films were deposited from a Ti metal
target at varied conditions. The experimental parameters
were: Ar gas flow rate tpAr ) which was varied from 20 to 45
scc/min, and the power density (W) applied to the target
which was varied from 10 to 60 W/cm . Figure 51 shows the
deposition rate (RD ) plotted in terms of FAr . Four lines
are drawn for constant values of W of 10, 20, 40 and 60

2W/cm . Figure B 1 shows that for all lines, R D decreased 
bdnotonically with FAr . This may be attributed to the "back 
diffusion" (23), in which the atoms sputtered out from the 
target surface were diffused back to the target after a 
collision with the sputtering gas or plasma. Laegried et al 
(132) estimated that 5096 of the sputtered material returned 
to the target at a pressure of 130 m T orr.

Figure B2 shows the relationship between R^ and W at a 
constant FAr of 30 scc/min. R ̂  linearly increased with W. 
Since the atoms on the target surface are sputtered out by 
the exchange of the kinetic energy from the incident 
projectile ions to the surface atoms, the number of 
sputtered atoms increases with increasing the incident ion 
energy. However, when the energy of the incident particles
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exceeds a certain value, the efficiency of the sputtering 
process deterioraites because of channeling (95) . Therefore, 
in general, R ̂  changes as a function of W as shown in 
figure B3 (49-53).



APPENDIX C

RESISTIVITY MEASUREMENTS OF TiO THIN FILMS AT HIGHX  ■
TEMPERATURES

The resistivities of Samples (4) and (8 ) (which are
Identified in figure 3.5) were measured at high
temperatures (>50 °C) . Aluminum and gold were respectively
deposited to form electrode pads on these samples using a
thermal evaporation technique. Figure Cl shows the
relationship between the resistivity, J 3 , and temperature

omeasured for Sample (4) in the temperature range of 2 5 C to 
o65 C. The data points are randomly scattered. This may be

due to the oxidation of the A1 electrodes. On the other
hand, the results obtained for Sample (8 ), as illustrated
in figure C 2 , show that the resistivity (log J 3 ) starts to
deviate from the linear relationship at ^ 7 0 ° C on heating.
Figure C3 shows that the resistivity (log J 3 ) varies almost
linearly with time for a constant temperature of around 115 

o_c. Since the gold is free of oxidation in this temperature
range, this increment in the resistivity may have been
caused by either the crystallization or the oxidation of
the thin films. However, as mentioned in section 3.221,

oamorphous thin film samples crystallized at 'v/320 C. 
Therefore the possibility of crystallization of the thin
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i '

films at 70° C seems to be slim. Thus the deviation of the 
log^/3-vs-1/T plot from a straight line at 70 °C Is likely 
to have been caused by the oxidation of the thin film.



APPENDIX D

CALCULATION OF B a 2S i 2Ti08 X-RAY DIFFRACTION PATTERN

As mentioned in section 2.8, the existence of the BaSlTlOg

phase which had been reported In 1955 by Rase et al (83) 
was denied by Robbins (82). Robbins pointed out that the 
compound which Rase et al had Identified as BaSiTiO^ was a 
mixture of Ba 2 Si 2 TIOg and B a T l ^ O  9 . However, in Robbins' 
paper (82), no clear evidence neither theoretical nor 
experimental were presented. According to the author's 
knowledge, there have been no other reports on the 
"BaSiTIO,j " phase. The powder diffraction data of BaSiTI05 
is filed among the JCPDS cards without a high-quality 
symbol while the data of B a 2Si 2^103 carries a high-quality 
symbol.

In this section, the x-ray diffraction pattern of 
^•jSijTiOg is calculated using the crystallographic structure 
data reported by Masse et al (81) and then compared to the 
experimental results (133).

The structure factor (F) was calculated using the 
formula (134) :

+ i sin 2tt ( hun + kvR + lwn ) ]
T h u s :

N 2
I F ̂  fn cos 2" < hun + kvn * lMn

♦f r. f„ sln 2n ( hun + kvn + lwn )]2
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where h, k, 1 are Miller indices, u n , v n , w n are the
coordinates of n-th atom in the unit cell and N is the
total number of atoms in the unit cell. The atomic
scattering factors, fn 's, were taken from Cullity's cable
(134). Note that fn is a function of sln0/A» where 0 is the
Bragg angle and A  is the wavelength of the incident x-ray.
Since the values for f fia++ are not listed in the table, f Xe

o-l
values were used for sin 0 / A <0.1 A and the values for f Ba

o-l
were employed for f BaH ’ when sine/A 0.1 A

The relative intensity (I) was calculated using the 
following equation (134):

.2 _ /I ♦ cos2 2B\i - iFr.-pf— 5--------J'sin 0 cos0 /

where P is a multiplicity factor and the last factor is the .
Lorentz-polarization facto*. Then intensity I was
normalized by the maximum peak intensity I_._, .

In the actual calculation, the data for the
coordinates of atoms in the Ba ^ Si ̂  1*10g unit cell (see
figure 2.29 and 2.30) were taken from Masse et al's work
(81). Figure Dl(c) shows the calculated Ba Si T102 2 o
diffraction pattern. Actually this calculated pattern can
be reproduced by superimposing the JCPDS patterns for B*2Sl2 TiOg
and BaSiTiOg as shown in figures Dl(a) and (b) ,
respectively. (In figures (a) and (b) , copper K a line was
assumed in the conversion of the "d" values to "2 0 " ’s.) As»
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Robbins pointed out, these two patterns are very similar.
Only differences between the two patterns are (i) peaks at 

o *2 0=14.8 and 29.7 for Ba 2 2 8 do not 3^ow in the
BaSlTlO^ pattern and (ii) peaks at 20=47.3°, 47.7° and 57.2°
for BaSiTlOs are not included in the Ba 2Si 2TIO g pattern. 
The only differences between the two parterns are (i) peaks at 
should be noted that, in the two JCPDS cards, only peaks 
whose relative intensities are higher than 1095 of the
maximum intensity are listed. According to the present 
calculation, all the five peaks which are not commonly 
listed in both the B a 2Si2TiOg and B a S i T i O 5 JCPDS cards have 
relative intensities close to 1095 or less. This may be the 
reason why these peaks were not commonly listed in the 
JCPDS cards for the two phases. If this was the case,' it is 
likely that the two phases may have identical diffraction 
patterns, indicating that those phases are exactly 
identical. In order to investigate this point, two
different samples which have the Ba:Si:Ti ratios equal to
(i) 2:2:1 and (ii) 1:1:1 were prepared (133). Raw powder
materials, BaCO 3 , SiO 2 and TiO 2 were weighed to these

oratios. Sample (i) was sintered at 1300 C and Sample (11)
owas sintered at 1250 C (133). Diffraction patterns for 

these samples are schematically demonstrated in figures 
Dl(d) and (e). Pattern (i),l.e. figure Dl(d), is the same
as that of calculated (i.e. figure Dl(c)), while Pattern
(ii), i.e. figure Dl(e), seems to have not* only the
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Ba.2Si2TiOg peaks but also some other peaks which seem to be 
those from BaTi*, 0 9.

It is almost certain that BaSiTiC>5 phase which was 
reported by Rase et al (83) does not exist. Sample (11) 
which has the composition equivalent to B a S l T l O m o s t  

probably consisted of two phases, i.e. Ba 2S i 2 Ti°8 and 
BaTi40 9 . This means that the tie line which passes the
BaSiTiO^ composition is the BaO-SiO^ -TiO ternary phase 
diagram is nearly perpendicular to the line which connects 
BaTi0 3 with the S i O 2 corner. In other words, the BaTiOg-SiC^ 
system is not a quasi—binary system.



a p p e n d i x  e

ERROR ANALYSIS AND LEAST SQUARE METHOD FOR RESISTIVITY DATA

1) Experimental Error
The relative error in reading the value of resistance 

using an electrometer was about the same in each range of 
the meter. That is, the error of this type was more or less 
constant when the resistance, R, wa3 plotted with a 
logarithmic scale:

Ja.log R| < Max |~“r" j = 0.05

Thus, the error bar is slightly longer than the diameter of 
the circle for each experimental datum in figures 
3.29-3.31. The error in measuring temperature was ± 2  °C, 
which was within the datum circle dimension in these 
figures.

2) Least Square Method
The least square method was applied for the data of In

R as a function of (1) 1/T for the Boltzmann mechanism, (2)2 1
(1/T) 5 for the polaron mechanism and (3) ( 1 / T ) *  for the
Mott mechanism:

In R = a* 1 *(1/T)n *1 * + b * 1 *

iru
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where superscript (1 ) represent one of the conduction 
mechanisms mentioned above, i.e. i = l, 2 or 3 and n(i)= 1,
2/5 and 1/4 for i = l, 2, and 3 respectively. Constants a 
and  ̂were determined for each set of data.

In order to measure the degree of curve fitness for 
each conduction mechanism, the square sum of the deviations 
of datum points from the fitted curve was calculated:

where N is the total number of data, Tp is the temperature 
of the p-th data and in R(Tp) is the p-th data of in R at 
temperature T . For the case of Sample (9) shown in figure 
3.31, =0 . 14 for the Boltzmann mechanism, S ^ ^ = 0 . 0 8  for
the polaron mechanism and  ̂=0.06 for the Mott mechanism. 
Therefore, the Mott mechanism is the most plausible for 
this set of data.

However in comparison of the three theoretical curves 
with experimental data taking into account the experimental 
error estimated previously, the difference it) the degrees 
of curve fitness of the Mott and polaron mechanisms was 
almost within the experimental error. On the other hand the 
curve fitted for the Boltzmann mechanism was significantly 
deviated from the experimental data. Thus, it seemed that 
only when J^s|>0.05, two fitted curves were significantly 
different. Nontheless, mechanism having the least value of
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S was chosen among the three possible mechanisms as the 
plausible electrical conduction mechanism in the 
construction of the conduction mechanism map given ii. 
f i gur e 3.32.
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Figure 2.3 Various forms proposed for the density of
states in amorphous semiconductors. Localized 
states are shown shaded, (a) Overlapping 
conduction and valence band tails (19); (b) a
real gap in the density of states suggested 
here as being appropriate for a continuous 
random network without defects; (c) the same as 
(b) but with a partially compensated band of 
defect levels; (d) the same as (b) but with 
overlapping bands of donor, Ey, and acceptor, 
Ex. levels arising from the same defect.
(ref (18))
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Figure 2.4 Illustration, of temperature dependence of 
electrical conductivity of an amorphous 
semiconductor (18).
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Figure 2.5 Schematic diagram of diode sputtering system
(16) .
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Figure 2.6 Schematic diagram of magnetron sputtering
system with a ring magnet (15).
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Figure 2.7 Schematic diagram of triode sputtering system
(24) .
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Figure 2.11 Schematic diagram of Rutherford backscattering
spectroscopy (RBS) apparatus (30).
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Figure 2.14 Schematic diagram of commercially used Raman
spectrometer (34).
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Figure 2.15 Schematic view of apparatus for producing multiple
beam Fizeau fringes (Tolansky technique) (131).
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Figure 2.20 Structure of rutile Ti02 (138).
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Figure 2.21 Structure of anatase T102 (138).
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Figure 2.22 Structure of brooklte T102 (138),.
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Figure 2.23 Structure of T i 203 (139).
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Figure 2.26 Energy band structure of T12 0 3 (71).
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Figure 2.30 Crystallographic structure of B a 2Si2TiOg
(projection on X —Z plane) (79).
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(A)

(B)

Figure 4.1 (A) Ti metal and BaSiO3 discs. (B) Composite 
sputtering target of BaSiO3 disc embedded at the 
centre of Ti disc.
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Figure 4.7 Target I (defined in section 4.21) after 
sputtering.
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Figure 4.8 Scanning electron micrograph of thin film
sputter deposited from Target I.
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Figure 4.11 Scanning electron micrographs of thin films
sputter deposited from metallic Target III 
(defined in 3ectioh 4.21) at (a) PAr= 150 m Torr 
and power density applied to the target, W=
10 W/cm2, (b) PAr=115 m Torr and W*10 W/cm2and 
(c) PAr“a5 aTorr and W=20 W/cm2. In all the 
cases, the oxygen gas flow rate is kept constant 
at 0.2 scc/min(see next page for (b) and (c)).
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Figure 4 . 1 1  (continued)
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